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Holland City News.
vol. V.— NO. 44. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, DECEMBER Hi, 1876. WHOLE NO. 252.
$hc YtoUiuul <£ity iUii’5
lAOBSHURG. J. 0., Dealer in Druga and Medl-
1/ cinea, Paluti* and Oila, Bruahea. &c. Phy-
slcian'a preacriptlona carefully put up; Eli;hth at.
Vf ORRIfl, 8. L., Phyalclan and Surgeon. Office,
over K. liEKOLU’a Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth at reel.
Mexico's Mobs, The Cheapest and Best Edited American
Newspaper.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEB,
PUBLISHED KVBUY SATURDAY AT
SOLUM CIT/, • • EMI
OFFICE : VAN LANDEUF.ND’S BLOCK.
0. J. D0ESBUB&, Editor and Publisher.
TE2U3 OF SUB3CBIPTI0N:— J2.00 per year In advance.
JOB PHINTINO PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten linea, t nonpareil,) 75 ccnta
for Ural tuaertion, and 25 centa for each aubae-
quent inMrtiou for any period under three
Hiontha.
3 M. 6 M. 1 Y.
1 Square .............. 3 50 5 (X) 8 (X)
2 •• .................. 5 0“ 8 (X) 10 (XI“ ................ 8 00 10 (X) 17 iXI
H Column ................ 10 00 17 no 25 (X)X ” ..............17 00 25 (X) 40 (XIt ” ................25 00 40 (10 «5 00
Yearly udvertiaera have the privilege of three
ehangca.
Buainesa Cards iu City Directory, not over three
linea. $v!.00per annum.
Notices of Blrtha. Marrlagca, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An I before the SubacriberV name will denote
the expiration of the Subacriprion. Two ZZ alg-
nlfy that no paper will be continued after date,
t/" \11 advertising billa collectable quarterly
M\ iloatls.
Chicago Sc Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, November 20, 1870.
bare Arrive at
Train*. Holland. Holland.
Grand Rapids. $5.15 a. m.it it 4 4 4 « 12 25 p. m.it i> 3.10 p. in. *4 • 4it it t » 4 4 9.35 p. m.
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. * 5.40 a. m.
• 4 4«
p. m. 11.10 a. m.4. 4 4 4.10 “ “ 9.30 p “
New Buffalo &
Chicago. f 11.20 a. m. 5.10 a. m.44 «4
12.4-5 p. in. 3.10 p. in.
4  4 4
9.45 “ “ f 4.00 4* “
• Daily except Monday.
t Mixed train*.
* Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1 .15 a. m.
Sundays only.
All other triliia daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time. - ---
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
Kxprc*s. Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mail.
1*. M. A. M. A M. P. M.
4 1ft 7 30 Grand Rapids. 10 10 7 10
4 82 7 44 Grandville. 9 55 6 55
5 4ft 8 26 Allegan. 8 4ft 5 45
b 1! 9 41 Otsego. [8 16 6 18
b Itt 9 19 PiainwelL 8 07 5 10
« 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 35 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 35 4 40
I’M. A. M. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 "5
A.M. r.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 5U
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. P. M. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 3 49
r. m A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 ir. 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 J5
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.

















7 45 11 4ft Ferryaburg 2 30 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 (XI
6 50 11 11 .Pigeon 3 13 9 50
ft 4ft 10 35 Holland 3 5ft 11 1ft
5 17 10 1ft Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 (X) 9 25 Alleuqn * ft 00 1 1ft
giwitusijs §i«(tottj.
Attomiyi.
T TOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; River street
YfcBRIDK, O. W., Attorney at Law and Solici-
iH tor in Chancery; office with M. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
O UERBURNE, S. W., Blondon, Mich., Attorney
O at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given t» foreclosure of* Mortgage* and collections.
Office In (he Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bulks & Bros.
rPEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
1. Agent. Office iu Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
Bikerlti.
pESSINK.G. J. A. Pmpri^ror of City Bakery;
I Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments in
this line served on call: Eighth street.
Bank lag and Inching*.
1^ ENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
Iv Draft* bought and «old; cor. Eighth and
River streets.
Book* and Stationery.
IT- ANTEK8. L. T. Dealer In Books, Station-
1\ erv, (Cigars. Notion* and Toy*, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Boots and Ihoos.
TTEROLD, K.. Manufacturer of and dealer Inn Boot* and Shoes, Leather. Finding*, eW.;
Right h street. >'
Ointiit.
RK D. M., Dental Surgeon ; residence, and
YT office on Eightii street, opitoslte Bakker A
Van Kanlle.
Braga and kodlclnii.
A NNI8 A BHOKK, dealers In Drags. Medicines,
1\ Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfumer-
RhV Paints and Oils, Ac. Eighth st net.
\f EENG8, I). R., Drag Store. Fine Drags. Mod-
xf I icine*. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. Eighth' street.
UAN PUTTEN.Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdl-
V cities, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bbru’h Family Medicines; River 8t.
IV'ALSH ! I EBER. Druggist A Pharmacist; a full
v v stock of goodsuppertaiuiug to the business
See advertisement.
Dry Goods.
OCHOUTEN, R A. City Pnysician. Office at D.
O K. Meengs’ Drug Store, 8tb S:reet.
Saddlin.
YTAUPELL. II.. Manufacturer of anddealcrin
V Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street. _
Sewing haohinei.
IJ ANTER8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
l\ gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine.” Dealers in needles and attachments.
The English steamer lias arrived from
Vera Cruz, and brings the following slart-
limr intelligence from Ihe city of Mexico
to Dec. 1 :
On the 16th ult. Porfirio Diaz defeated
the government army under Gen. Alatorre,
near Huamautltt, about 100 miles distant
from the city of Mexico. Althcugh he
had much the largest force, Diaz was
nearly defeated alter four hours’ fighting,
when Gen. Conzalcs came up with 4,000
men, turning the scale, and completely de.
stroying Gen. Alatorrc’s army. Puebla
fell on the 18th by revolt of the troops in
favor of Diaz. Lerdo De Tejada, with his
government, fled from the capital on the
21st, escorted by about 1,000 men. He
made for Mohena, where, in Imitation of
Juarez, he will atiempi to maintain a con-
stitutional government. Ills train con-
sisted of 16 carriages, 100 extra animals,
and $500,000, but hi escort began to de*
sert him the next day, and on the third
day he had hut 300 men. When last heard
from he was iu the elate of Michoaean.
Before leaving the capital, President Lerdo
appointed Tagle, an adherent of Diaz,
governor of the district, and Debrio, an-
other Diaz man, president of the city mu-
nicipality. Perfect order reigned in the
city during the interregnum. Gen. Diaz
and staff entered the city on the 23d, in
the midst of the greatest demonstrations.
Intelligence is received daily of the sur
render of cities, towns, and garrisons.
Vera Cruz has also declared her adherence
to Diaz. The railroad is now running un-
interruptedly. Gen. Diuz declared that
the necessities of the situation required
that lie should assume the presidency of
the republic, and on the 30th he was offici-
ally announced as provisional president.
He invited the merchants of the city to
meet him at the piazo, where he told them
he wanted a loan of $.500,000 at one per
cent, per month, which was granted. The
question of paying the first installment of
$300,000 due the United Stales in January
on claims awarded is now being discussed.
Diaz cannot possibly raise the money
above his immediate wants and will not
be able to pay it. An agreement bad been
made between the Iglesias and Diaz fac-
tions that Iglesias should appoint all the
cabinet of the provisional government and
Diaz all the state governors, ad interim.
In six days afterwards, Iglesias, finding
that all the advantages were given to the
Diaz party, repudiated it. He was ryithin
one day’s march of the capital, hut re-
turned with his troops and cabinet to Gu-
anajuato, being determined to maintain
his position against the demands of Diuz.
Five thousand troops let! on the 28th for
Guanajuato to put down the Iglesias gov-
ernment ; 3,000 more were to leave Dec 2.
Iglesias has over 9,000 men, and the old
Lerdo troops, stationed in states surround-
ing Guanajuato, are fraternizing with Igle-
sia’s for.-e. Apprehensions are le t by the
Diazists that large numbers of their troops
sympathize with Iglesias. Everybody is
now anxiously waiting to see what mm
affairs w ill take. Meanwhile the country
is enjoying three different governments— a
legal president, a president interne, and a
military didator. Diaz has appointed his
own ministers, the most prominent being
Riva Palacio.
Gen. Porfirio Dinz, the Mexican revolu-
tionist, is about five feet ten inches in
height, and when silting in the Congress,
is credited to the State of VeraCruz. lie
is a man of great influence, and the secret
of if is found in his remarkable executive
ability. He was married by proxy on the
eve of one of his principal battles with the
French, during the Invasion.
Among the latest European dispatches
we find the following copied from the
Daily “We understand that her
majesty’s government, after discussion
with the United Slates minister, has ac-
cepted the American interpretation of the
extradition treaty. It is hoped that now
the American interpretation of the treaty
has been admitted, the United States will
be willing to enter into a new treaty en-
larging the scope of extradition,” The
New gives the following as the interpre-
tation accepted by England, that a prison-
er surrendered for one offense may after a
fair trial for that offense be at once rear-
rested in the country to which he has been
delivered up, and put on his trial for any
other crime for which he would be liable
to extradition under the treaty. The Neu>»,
editorially, rejoices that the English gov-
ernment have seen their mistake on the ex-
tradition question, and bad the courage
and candor to acknowledge it.
IkERTSCU, D. General dealer In Dry
IT Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
rnralture.
YfEYER II., A CO., Dealers in all kind* of Fnr-
* * 1 niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffin-,
Picture Frames, etc.; River street.
n EID8KMA J. M., A SON. General Dealers in
It Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. 8ee ad-
vertisement.
Groceries.
IT'LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
r reftdy market for country produce: a choice
stock always on hand: cor. Eighth and Market st.
--- : --- - ------- a ________
rPE VAARWERK, O. J., Family Supply Store:
I a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of St.»re; Eighth street.
General Dealeri.
INUURSKMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
1 / Groceries, Crockery. Glassware. Hats, Cups,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rT'K ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
1 Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 0th and Market street.
TTAN PUTTBN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
V Goods, (iroceries, Cruckcry, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
VlfELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry
V Goods. Groceries. Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
OUvei, W:od, Bark, Itc.
17' ANTERS. R., Dealer in Staves, Wood and
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco and Cigars.
'pE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
l Cigars, Suufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Waicbe* and Jewelry.
T OSLIN A BRE Y MAN, Watchmakers. Jewelers,






ptOLKMAN Wm. A CO., Dealer in Flour ami
Vj Gcoceries, iu Slooter'e Brick Building.— See
Advert ffeincnt.
Hardware.
y AN DER VEEN, E., Dealer in General Hurd-
V ware; cor. Eighth and River «treet.
\7AN LAN DKG END A MELI8, Dealeis in
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farm lug Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Hsteli.
AETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, i Proprietor
First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
frt m the Trains. Eighth street. .
pUTY HOTEL. J. W. Minderhoitt, Proprietor.
V.' BuiltinIBTS; Furnished inelegant style, and
a flrst-rlass hotel throughout.
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicur Proprietor:
I opposite theC. A M. I,. S. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
Livery and Sale Stable*.
l)OONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
I* Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.
VTIBBRLINK, J. H.. Livery and Sale Stable;
i N Office of Dallv Stage Line to Saugutuck. Dth
street, near Market.
WVcnrrakea and Black jai’.hs.
rvIJKKMA A BRO.. Wagon and Blacksmith
I* Shop, ilorse-slioclng and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
pLI EM AN. . I.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
I Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tailor*
TYOSMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish-
ing Goods.
yORST, W.. Mercham Tailor. Cloth pnrehns-
V cd elsewhere, will he cut to order. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.
A eentlcman who suffered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthful indiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
direction for making the simple remedy
by which he was cured. Sufferers wish-
ing to profit by the advertiser’s experience
can do so by addressing in perfect confi-
flotlPf1
JOHN B. OGDEN,
42 Cedar st., New York,
I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge. No 192.1ndependcnt Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows’ Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers arc cordially Invited.
R. A. fecHOUTEN. N. G.
P. SCHRAVEHANDE. R. S.
I keep a large stock of Live Geese
Feathers by the pound or made up in pil-
lows and beds. Also Carpets— all quallies—
cheap.41-0w S. REIDSEMA.
F. & A. M.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
No. Ittl, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Dec.
27. at 7 o’clock, sharp.
Installation of Officers.
Geo. Lauder, W. M.
J. O. Doesbukg, Stc'y.
A full atoqjc of Holliday Goods. All
kinds of Toy Chairs, Toy Cradles and
Tables, Toy Carls— all sorts— too numer
ous to mention. Give us a call. All
goods cheap.41-0w 8. REIDSEMA.
Meat Market*.
IkUTKAU W . New Meat Market, near corner
I > Eiirhth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
FT’ LEYS. P.. First Ward Meat Market: best of
l\ Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
yuITE.J.. Dealer in alt kinds of meats and
‘\ vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
f TAN DER HAAR. II.. Dealer in Fresh, Salt.
» and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; 8th street.
Manufactories, Mill*, CkcF*,.Etc.
\EMTNO. W. H., Manufacturer of Plows, By
/ Improved machinery l.i enabled to sell the
gular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
wer pr ces than any surrounding 'own Plow
lints ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
flEALD. R.K.. Manufacturer of and Dealerin
I I Agricultural Implements; commission agent
ar Mowtnu Machines' cor. JOthA River street.
PAUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Mugger MUh; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mil!*.) near foot of 8th street.
ITERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V Phoenix Pinning Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids price*.
WILMS P. H„ Manufacturer of Farm Pumps,
v All kinds of wood turning and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street
„ Votarv Public*
To Consumptives.
The adyertiser, having been permanent-
ly cured of that dread disease, Consumpt-
ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make
known to his fellow sufferers the means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescription used, (free of
charge), with the directions for preparing
and using the Name, which they will find
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, &c. parlies whishingthc pre-
scription will please address
Rev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh, N. Y.
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
Michigan.
For Sale at a Bargain,
A pair of work horses. Inquire of
42-2 w M. D. HOWARD.
I)OST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Inaarance
I Agent, Notary Public and Oonveyaneer; Col-
lection* made In Holland and vicinity.
IITALBH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
FT and Insnrauco Agent. Office, Wy Zln/o
Store, 8th street.
PhrtlCli&l.
»EST. R. B.. Surgeon and Physician. Office at
1 hi* residence, Ovorljse), Mich.
A NNI8. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.
O ROEK A., Surgeon and Physician. Office ever
O their Drug store onp. Van Kaalte’e shoe store,
where he can be found during the day and night.
SDEBOER, B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
lie square.
A well selected stock of nil kinds of
Furniture, Wall Paper and Shades at
greatly reduced prices for cash.41-Cw 8. REIDSEMA.
I keep constantly on hand a full assort-
ment from the cheapest Collin to the finest
Casket.41-0w _8. REIDSEMA.
To those who have bet Hals on election.
D. Bertsch ia the place to get them cheap.
He keeps the best assortment in this city.
You can get anything in the line of
Gloves and Mittens at D. Bertsch’s.
Holloway's Pill?.— In all crowded
cities, Malaria and fogs are breathed over
and over again, till the strongest lungs are
incapable of producing pure blood, hence
the sluggishness of mind and body, the
weariness and irritability of many persons
during this season of the year. These
medicines neutralize these impurities and
give vigor to the head, heart and stom-
ach. 25 cents per box nr pot.
Something New for the Ladle*.
The Ladica of Holland and vicinity are
invited to call at L. & S. Van den Bergc’s
Millinery and Fancy Store and examine
the new and delightful perfume called Per-
fection. Nothing like it has ever been
offered for sale in this city. Come and
see it, and while you are there do not fail to
examine the balance of our Trimmed Hats,
which will be Bold at 25 per cent, less than
regular prices. ___
L. & 3. VAN DEN BERGE,
44-8m Sole Agents for Holland, Mich.- — —
I keep a large assortment of Boy’s
Sleighs and Hobby-horses and sell them
cheap.
41-dw . S. REIDSEMA.
As a monument of editorial ability and
sagacity the "Sun" shines the brightest.
The following compact statement will serve
those who want to procure the most and
the best news for the smallest amount of
money:
The different editions of the Sun during
the next year will be the same ns during
the year that has just passed. The daily
edition will on week days be a sheet of
four pages, and on Sundays a sheet of
eight pages, or 50 broad columns; whilo
the weekly coition will be a sheet of eight
pages of the same dimensions and charac-
ter that arc already familiar to our friends.
The Bun will continue to be the strenuous
advocate of reform and retrenchment, and
of the suhstilution of statesmanship, wis-
dom, ami integrity for hollow pretence,
imbecility, and fraud in the administra-
tion of public affairs. It will contend for
the government of the people by the peo-
ple and for the people, as opposed to gov-
ernment by frauds in the ballot box and in
the counting of votes, enforced by military
violence. It will endeavor to supply its
readers— a body now not fur from a mil-
lion of souls— with the most careful, com-
plete and trustworthy account of current
events, and will employ for this purpose a
numerous and carefully selected staff of
reporters and correspondents. Its reports
from Washington, especially, will be full,
accurate and fearless; and it will doubt-
less continue to deserve and enjoy the
hatred of those who thrive by plundering
the Treasury or by usurping what the law
does not give them, while it will endeavor
to merit the confidence of the public by
defending the rights of the people against
the encroachments of unjustified power.
The price of the daily Sun will be 55
cents a mouth or $0.50 a year, post paid,
or with the Sunday edition $7.70 a year.
The Sunday edition alone, eight pages,
$1.20 a year, post paid.
The weekly Sun, eight pages of 50 broad
columns, will be furnished during the year
1877 at the rate of $1 per year post paid.
The benefit of this large reduction from
the previous rate tor the Weekly can ho
enjoyed by individual subscribers without
the necessity of making up clubs. At the
same time, if any of our friends choose to
aid in extending our circulation, we shall
be grateful to them, and every such per-
son who sends us ten or more subscribers
from one place will he entitled to one copy
of the paper for himself without charge
At one dollar a year, postage paid, the ex-
penses of paper and printing are barely
repaid; and .considering the size of the
sheet and the quality of its contents, wo
are confident the people will consider the
Weekly Sun the cheapest newspaper pub-
lished in the world, and we trust also one
of the verv best. Address,
THE SUN, New York City, N. Y.
...... -----
The Hiisissippi Jetties.
Washington. December 2.— The report
of the Military Commission upon the
works for the improvement of the South
Pass of the Mississippi River has been
made to the Secretary of War and closes
as follows:
“We deem not only an enlargement of
section, hut a large application of stone,
to be essential to the security of the jetties,
their sea ends especially, and we arj of
the opinion that this enlargement of sec-
tion at the sea ends, and consolidation
throughout by the application of stone,
should ho undertaken at once, and a rea-
sonable progress thereon be made the con •
dition of the second and all future pay-
ments. The immediate and full consollda
tion of the jetties should be neither re-
quired nor expected, as they will continue
to settle for some time, both by the subsid-
ence of the bottom upon which they rest
and by the compreHsion of the mattresses
of which they are largely composed; but
this settlement and consolidation should
be hastened, as has just been remarked,
by the application of stone from time to
time, so that they may be in condition to
receive their final finish ns soon, at least,
as the expected full depth of water in the
channel has been obtained. The present
works at the head of the pass are mostly
of a tentative and temporary character,
and as their proper proportions are deter-
mined should be replaced by substantial
and permanent structures, to be completed
before the final payments are made.”- -- •
Extensive preparations are making at
Trenton, N. J., to celebrate the one hun-
dreth anniversary of the battle of Trenton
on the 26th of December. The program






The actual number of people who periahed
in the Brooklyn fire will probably neyer be
known, fain many instances the remains wer.«
reduced by the Are to a single charred bone,
while in the procees of d^ging for bodies the
limbs of some were separated and scattered
until there was no means of finding out where
v, they belonged. An entire ooffinful of such
fractions of bedies was collected.
Matob Wickham, of New York, has appoint-
ed John Kelly Comptroller of the city, in place
«f Andrew H. Green.
Scci of the victims of the awful Brooklyn
calamity as bad not been identified and claimed
by friends and relatives were buried at the
city’s expense on Saturday, tho 9th of De-
cember. From a Brooklyn paper we glean the
following particulars of the mournful funeral :
41 The burial of the bodies of tho victims this
afternoon was a fitting end to one of the moat
doleful histories of modern times. This morn-
ing all the bodies in the morgue were removed
to the temporary dead-house in the old
market where there were in all 100
of the charred corpees. A hundred coffins with
German silver mountings were brought, in
and placed upon the floor, and into them the
unidentified and destitute dead were placed.
Shortly after 1 o’clock the ghastly cortege
started through B®rum place, and then en-
tered Schernaerhorn street. Hundreds of men,
women and children followed, rushing along
the sidewalk in a state of groat agitation.
When the hearses and wagons reached Seller-
merhorn street, they were formed in parallel
linos, and there was a delay of nearly three-
quarters of an honr. Although the weather
was bitterly cold, and a entting wind was blow-
ing a gale, the neighborhood of Schermerhorn
street and Flatbnsh avenue was crowded with
participants and sympathetic spectators. The
sadness in the faces of tho women waiting on
the pavement was very marked. The soldiers
who were awaiting orders to move suffered in-
tensely from the cold. The procession imme-
diately-moved from the head of Schermer-
hom street into Flatbush avenue amid general
mourning, and timed by the measured roll of
drums and by the fitful sobbing of the almost
broken-hearted people. Within the houses
and without them, far along the wide avenue
and across the broad streets, many an eye was
moist and many a lip quivering as the dead
were borne to Greenwood, leaving behind them
sacred memories and cruel poverty, too, which
will not be effaced, and by their very stillness
and seclusion appealing more loudlv than the
noise of words in behalf of their stricken and
famishing loved ones fora wise and generous
charity. Compared with other funeral proces-
sions, the great procession of to-dav
had many characteristics of its own.
The number and appearance of the many
crisped and dismembered forms, the occupants
of carriage^, all of them nearest friends of the
dead, none of them, as is so often the case,
distant relations and mere acquaintances with
tearleea and conventional sadness, were dis-
tinct and terrible features; but the one
feature which pervaded the scene and lent to
it distinctive and deeply-touching significance
was the manifestation of popular sympathy
and sorrow. A community had been afflicted,
and sadness was common. Many of the pri-
vate and almost all of the public buddings
were heavily draped. All flags were at
half-mast, and torn by the gale almost into
shreds, as if the great occasion had a
right to all the service they could ever render.
As the cortege passed through the gate the bell
in the tower tolled mournfully. On either side
along the pathways, on the hillsides and invad-
ing private plats, there were large crowds of
people. Turning to the left the funeral party
proceeded directly to Battle avenue, where,
about 150 yards from the entrance of the cem-
etery, a trench had been prepared for thQ re-
ception of the dead. The great crowds which
met near and just within the cemetery were
formed about the vast grave. The site being
on the slope of the hill and completely ex-
posed. the cold was almost insufferable, but
still the people held their places. There was
no delay in removing the remains from
the hearses and wagons and depositing
them in the circular trench. Then
the services began. Rev. Noah H. Schenck
read the beautiful burial service of tho
Episcopal church, which was listened to at-
tentively by those who were within reach of
his voice. There was inexpressible sadness
mingled with solemnity in the scene. Hun-
dreds of people wept, the tears fret zing on
their cheeks as they issued from the eyes. Af-
ter the reading of the service, Rev. A". P. Put-
imm, of tbfi Unitarian Church of Our Savior,
addressed the assemblage. Rev. A. Stewart
Walsh, a Baptist clergyman, offered & fervent
prayer at the conclusion of Mr. Putnam's re-
marks, and the services were brought to a close
with a benediction by Rev. Joseph Odell. Pre-
vious to the dismissal of the assemblage the
choral societies sang “Say, What Troubles
Thee?’ and “Above the Tree Top is Rost."
The people now departed and all was ended
except the enduring agony of the widow and
•rphan.
THE WEST.
The Legislature of Colorado has adopted
a preamble and resolutions protesting against
the action of the National
placed at his di .powd. The troops as they are
now placed ar, preserve peace and to pre-
vent interior with ̂  HouBe whioh
Mriain recognizee as legal.”.... Three
young 1 4dies— twh Misses Campbell, and a
Alisa noate— and one man, James Gregory,
were drowned In a mill-pond ten miles from
Ojn’.stead. Ky., Friday night of last week.
A'lSy were going to a party, and were crossing
fie pond in a canoe, when the craft capsized.
The Chamberlain Legislature of South Caro-
lina has declared the seat of Chief-Justice
Moses vacant, in consequence of his having
violated a constitutional provision by accepting
another office of trust and profit — that
of IProfessor of Law in the University
—while holding the Chief Justiceship....’.
At Columbia, last week. Judge Bond, of the
United States Circuit Court, rendered his de-
cision in the habeas corpus case of the Board
of Stato Canvaaeers. Judge Bond discharged
the prisoners, and declared that the Su-
preme Court exceeded Its powers in meddling
with the duties of the Board.
WASHINGTON.
The State Department has received satis-
factory evidence that Tweed bribed the United
States Consul at Santiago de Cuba to procure
him a vessel to escape from Cuba. The Consul
has been die missed.... In the Senate, last
week, the Chairman laid before that body a
communication signed by Carl Schurz and J.
B. Henderson, praying that a constitutional
amendment be submitted to the various States
by which the counting of the electoral
vote for President and Vice President
and declaring tho roeuft thereof may b« con-
ferred upon tho Supreme Court of tho .United
States. The communication was laid on the
table on the motion of Senator Edmunds, who
stated that the subject had alreadv been re-
ported to tke Senate.
The Democrats of the House of Representa-
tives met in caucus the other day and appoint-
ed a Committee of Safety, consisting of seven
members, who shall have charge of tho par-
liamentary management of the House, and
keep a sharp lookout for the main chance gen-
erally. The committee is composed of Hewitt
(Chairman), Payne, Wood, Randall, Holman,
Warren of Massachusetts, and Sparks.
The following committees have been ap-
pointed by the President of the Senate to go to
Louisiana, Florida, and South Carolina and in-
vestigate the recent elections in those States :
For Louisiana, Messrs. Howe, Wadlei*h, Mc-
Millan. Bontwoll, Saulsbury, and McDonald.
For Florida, Messrs. Mitchell, Teller, and
Cooper. For South Carolina, Messrs. Cameron
(Wis.), Christiancy, and Merrimon.
At a caucus of the House Democrats, held
last week, the political situation was discussed
at length, and a reeolation was adopted in-
structing the Judiciary Committee to examine
and report as to the powers, duties, and privi-
leges of the House in connection with the
counting of the electoral vote, and respecting
the Presidential question generally. It is said
that the sentiment of the members preeent
was in favor of insisting upon the right of the
House to an equal voice with the Senate in act-
ing judicially upon the returns of every State.
Messrs. Thurman, Bayard, Bogy, Reman, and
Eaton have been appointed by the Senatorial
caucus a committee to confer with the House
Democrats in settling upon a party policy.
GENERAL.
Near Petrolia, Pa., one day last week, a
wagon-load of glycerine, containing some (500
pounds of the fluid, exploded with terrible
force, tearing wagon and horses to shreds, in-
stantly killing Daniel Garth, superintendent
of the Roberts Torpedo Company, and Mr.
Humphreys, of that place. The bodies were
blown to atoms, and, with the exception of a
portion of one foot and some nieces of charred
flesh, have not yet been founa.
oat of the Presidency dispute, says, “the Re-
publican programme will doubtless be for the
President of the Senate to invite the House to
be preeent in the Senate Chamber on the count-
ing of the vote. The votes will then be count-
ed as 185 for Hayee, including the Republican
electors from Oregon. The President of
the Senate will hold that, under the Constitu-
tion, no business is in order ; that, as there aro
no joint rulee, no motion can be entertained or
debate heard, and that the only doty will be
an open count and a declaration oi the votes.
The Senate, through the Sergeant-at-Arm*.
will see to it that order is preserved. The vote
being declared, Hayes would be immediately
inaugurated and President Grant would im-
mediately surrender the Government to him.
This appears to be the Republican programme,
unless it shall be modified by the adoption of
some compromise measure as to counting the
votes between the two houses, whioh now
seems as impossible as it is improbable.’’
FOREIGN.
Cardinal Simeoni, tho successor of the late
Cardinal Antonelli, has arrived at Rome ____
The Roumanian Government has ordered
80,000 Chassepot rifles, and the necessary am-
munition. The Servian Government has also
given a fresh order abroad for arms and am-
munition ..... A Constantinople disnatch says
that much patriotic excitement prevails through-
out Turkey. Sons of the best families are
voluntarily enlisting.
A Constantinople dispatch of the 9th says :
A conspiracy to depose the present Sultan was
discovered on Tuesday night. The conspira-
tors, six of whom were found in disguise in
the palace itself and arrested, had planned to
carry off the ex-8ultin, Murad, in a steamer
which they had already engaged, to Athens.
When there they intended to proclaim that
Murad had recovered his reason, and the Saltan
Hamed was coneequently a usurper ____ There
has been a ministerial crisis in France, and a
new Cabinet has been formed.
News cornea from the interior of Mexico, by
way of Matamoras, that President Lerdo and
Cabinet have been captured by tho revolution-
ists near the city of Nunoan ; that Gen. Esco-
bado, Secretary of War, was shot with several
others ; that the Government of Lerdo is un-
doubtedly overthrown ; that Monterey and Sal-
tillo have declared in favor of Iglesias. and sur-
rendered without fighting ; and that the whole
Eortbern frontier of Mexico, txcept Mata mcra/i,
is in possession of the supporters of Iglesias ____
At the annual fete of St. George, celebrated at
St. Petersburg, tne Czar, as usual, proposed the
health of Emperor William, who is the oldest
knight of tho order, in complimentary and
friendly terms. Ho also expressed hopes of a
peaceable settlement of the Eastern question.
News from Egypt announces that envoys
from the King of Abyssinia, who had been
kept under surveillance in Cairo for some
time, recently managed to escape to the house
of the British Consul. They were rearrested
during the night by the Khedive. The con-
tinuation of the war with Abyssinia is now cer-
tain — A correspondent of the London
Standard, at Constantinople, telegraphed the
following on the 12th: “ I learn from undoubt-
ed authority that the conference will certainly
result in peace, a mode of satisfying all just




The electors for President and Vice Presi
dent met at their respective capitals, in ac-
cordance with tho provisions of the coustitu-
ion, and cast their ballots. Tho following-
named States voted for Rntherford B. Hayes











6 Minnesota ............. 5
Nebraska .............. 3
Nevada ............ 3
New Hampshire ....... 5
Ohio ................... 22
Pennsylvania ....... ...29
Rhode Island .......... 4
South Carolina ........ 7
Vermont .............. 5
Wisconsin ............. 10
The following States cast their ballots for
Samuel J. Tilden and Thomas A. Hendricks :
Connecticut ............ 6 1 Mary land ........... 8
New Jersey ........... 9' Mississippi ....... r.... 8
Missouri .............. 15




West Virginia ......... 5
House of Repre-
sentatives in refusing to recognize the creden-
tials of the Congressman-elect from that State.
Jack McCall was recently tried at Yankton,
D. T., for the murder of Wild Bill, in the Black
Hills, last summer. Tho jury rendered a ver-
dict of murder in the first degree, the penalty
for which is death. . ..LA. Moore ,t Bra, loan
and nsnrance brokers, of Indianapolis, have
fa led Liabilities, $393,000. Their assets are
estimated at $1,000,000.
A farmer named Edward F. Carr, living in
Valley county, Neb., recently murdered his
wife and two children and then committed sui-
cide. He left a note saying: “I cannot live
Alway*. and am not willing to leave my family
to suffer. Burv us all together on the top of
some high hill. r
THE SOUTH.
D. H. Chamberlain was Inaugurated Gov-
ernor of South Carolina, at Columbia, on tho
7th inst. The inaugural ceremonies were very
quiet, and very few persons in the city knew
anythingjof it until some time after jt was over.
The Democratic Legislature met the same day
and appointed a committee to ask Gen. Ruger
to remove the troops from tfie State House.
A Columbia dispatch of the 9th inst. says
the Democratic House has instructed its Ju-
diciary Committee to employ counsel and pro-
ceed against D. H. Chamberlain for treason-
able acta in usurping the Government of the
•State.
A telegram from Columbia, S. C., states
that a committee of tho Demooratio House of
Representatives waited upon Gen. Roger and
Mked him by what authority troops were in
the State House, for what purpose, and if they
were Instructed to resist the peac<£
able entrance of the Democratic mem-
bers into tho hall of tho House of Repre-
sentatives. Gen. Roger replied as follows:
“ My orders to them came from the President







In Oregon two sets of ballots were cast—
one of them giving the three electoral votes of
the Stato to Haves, and the other giving Hayes
two votes and Tilden one. Gov. Grover
iraintaii.ed that Watts, one of the Republican
electors, was ineligible by reason of having
been a Postmaster when elected, and issued cer-
tificates to Odell and Cartwright, Republicans,
and C ronin, Democrat. The latter declined to
show his authority at the meeting of the
electors, and the Republicans refused to recog-
nize him. Cronin then elected J. N. T. Miller
and John Parker Republican olectore, and pro-
ceeded to cast the vote, two for Hayes and one
for Tilden. The Republicans organized, Watts
resigned, was at once re-elected, and three votes
were cast for Hayes and Wheeler, which, with
their sworn statement, and copies of the ab-
stract of votes cast in the State, certified to
by the Secretary of State, were sealed and
sent on.
The Florida Canvassing Board concluded the
canvassing of the vote of the Stato tho day
before the time set for casting the electoral
vote. The Hayes electors were declared elected
by an average majority of 946, and Stearns,
Governor, by twenty-four majority. The Dme-
oorata have a majority of five on joint ballot
in tho Legislature.
A Montpeuer (Vt. telegram of Dec. 6 says :
“Aldrich, the contesting elector, appeared
this morning with counsel before the Electoral
College. Counsel informed the college that
A1 Inch wished to take a part in the delibera-
tions. and to protest against Henry N. Sollace
taking any part. The college refused to hear
anything from ceunsel for Aldrich, and, after
casting their votes for Hayes -thd Wheeler,
adjourned. Aldrich asked Nichols, the mes-
senger, to carry his vote to Washington, and
was refused. He then appointed himself mee-
nenger, and signed bis own certificate of his
votes, which was in common form, and gave
-Niclio) Is notice that he should go to Washing-
ton at the same time he did and present his
ote and fight it ont in Congress. Aldrich has
not been sworn in as an elector.”
In each of the three disputed Southern
Statee— Louisiana, South Carolina and Florida
-the Democratic candidates for Presidential
electors met at the Stato capitals, on tho 6th
SaT.1 the1^ V0t6B ,or TMoo and Hendricks,
cortifliKl to and sealed the returns, and ap-
njflnted a messenger to carry them to Wash-
A Washington dispatch to the Chicago 7V5-
une, referring to the complications growing
Debate on the Sherman Report.
Sir. Anthony, from the Committee on Print-
ing, to which was referred the motion to print
the denoeitions accompanying the communica-
tion of the Hon. John Sherman, and others, to
the President in regard to the late election in
Louisiana, reported in favor of printing all the
depositions.
Mr. Saulsbnry, a member of the Committee
on Printing, dissented from the report of tho
majority, and said he could not give his con-
sent to publishing such matter. He honestly
believed that all these ex parte statements
should not be distributed to the public as testi-
mony.
Mr. McDonald said he was willing to print
all the testimony on both sides beuing on the
late election in South Carolina. Louisiana and
Florida. He sent to the Clerk’s desk and had
read the address of the Democratic Committee
"Inch attended the sessions of the Returning
Board in New Orleans, to the effect that tho
Tilden Electors had a majority of the votes in
Louisiana, and also from the preamble of the
report made to the House of Representatives
by a committee of that body on the 23d day of
February. 1875, in regard to elections in that
State.
Mr. Sherman, in reply to a question of Mr.
Merrimon, said there were three classes of tes-
timony presented with tho communication.
First, oral testimony taken before the Return-
ing Board, and the proceedings of the board ;
second, statements of Supervisors of Election
and affidavits sworn to by them ; third, testi-
mony taken according to tho laws of Louisiana
on interrogatories and cross-interrogatories.
Mr. Eaton opposed the printing of the doc-
uments because they were not brought here by
aation of the Senate. Proper testimony in
regard to the election in South Carolina, Flor-
ida and Louisiana would be taken both by the
Senate and House of Representatives, and that
should be printed, not this partisan matter.
Mr Thurman said he did not object to tho
printing of these papers because he wanted to
suppress the publication of any facts, bnt he
did not want public opinion to be forestalled
by a premature publication of part of the facts.
If this matter should be delayed till all the
testimony was fully produced, as it would be
shortly, he would not object to the publication.
He commented on tho action of the Lomsiana
Returning Board, and said this was tbo third
time that board has set aside tho will of that
State. Now the matter concerned not the Stato
of Louisiana alone, but the whole republic, and
he(Tlinrman) wanted to scrutinize tho testimony
upon which this extraordinary result had been
reached by the board If Ills’ colleague (Sher-
man) had stated the acts of the Returning
Board so far as he knows, then ho (Sherman)
had not said anything in regard to the secret
sessions of that board. The country wanted
to know what the secret resolutions of that
board were by wnich an apparent majority of
7,000 for Tilden was converted into a majjritv
of 8,000 for Hayes and Wheeler. This was
done in secrecy, and the worst kind of se-
crecy. The vacancy in the board was never
filled, and the reason of this was that
the board could not agree upon a man
Not one of the 83,000 men in Louisiana
who voted for Tilden could be named. The
very thing on its face showed a determined
purpose to do wrong. Had there been a Dem-
ocrat on the board he could have seen what
was done in secret. All the whitew^hing 'n
the world cannot wipe out or bide the guilt.
The majority in the Senate might make efforts
to forestall public opinion by distributing this
testimony, but it would go to the country
stamped with the stigma of being a one-sided
statement. He protested against the publica-
tion of the statements in the name of fair play.
He hoped they would be allowed to lay open
the table until the other side should be heard
from; then print all.
Mr. Morton said the Senate had a singular
spectacle here in the denunciation of the Re-
turning Board of Louisiana for fraui while at
the same time resistance was made to laying
before tho country the evidence upon which
the action of that board was based. The Dem-
ccratio Committee in New Orleans was invited
by the Bepublican committee to publish the
testimony taken by it, together with that taken
by the Republicans. But the Democrats were
not willing to make public their case as it was
before the board. They wanted to wait to get
more testimony, and thus make a
was not before the board. They thus
confessed that they were not satisfied
with their case, but wanted to make
a new one. This free denunciation of the
Returning Board was unfair. If the board
acted unfairly let the Democrats bring forward
their evidence to that effect. He was not
mf teattmony» The more the better.
Mr. Thurman said he did not know why the
Democratic committee in New Orleans declined
to furnish their testimony to the Republican
committee, but bad he been a member o(
the Democratio committee he would have re-
fused to furnish the testimony, and he
thought the committee acted fairly in re-
fusing to famish the Republicans with
their testimony. His colleague (Sherman)
and comrades went to New Orleans at
tho request of the President. They did not
ask the Democratio committee to join them in
making a report to the President, but asked
that the Democratic testimony be placed in
their hands, that they (five Republican gentle-
men) might make up a verdict to send to the
President, which constituted the Senator from
Ohio (Sherman) and his four associates in
New Orleans the sola judges in this case
There never was a time in all the history of
this nation when the forms of government and
constitution were put to a severer test than
now, and everything done by Congress should
set an example to tne people of coolness.
Mr. Morton said that all the ingenuity that
could be brought to bear on the other side
could not change the dilemma in which the
Democrats were placed. When the Republican
committee in New Orleans offered to lay the
whole testimony of both sides before the coin-
trv the Democrats declined to furnish their
side, and when the Republicans came forward
to publish what they had, they were asked by
the Democrats not to do so.
Mr. Sherman defended the action of the
committee with whioh ho acted, and said the
committee presented every particle of testi-
mony they could pet. They tried to get it all
on both sides, but could not do so. He argued
that it was on the testimony now before the
Senate that the decision of the Returning
Board was ihade.
Mr. Thurman said it was upon one side of
the case that the Returning Board rendered its
decision and reversed a popular majority of
7,000. Where was the statute which authorized
tho committee which visited New Orleans to
report to tho President ? Tho members of that
committee were public officers. The Presi-
dent invited none but members of his own
party to servo on the committee. The attempt
to put the garment of office on tills thing would
Mr. Edmunds said the third section of the
second article of tho constitution of the United
States authorized the President to transmit to
Congress from time to time information as to
tho safety of the Union. Ho was commanded
to perform that duty, and bound to obey it.
The President, to obtain information from one
of the Statee of the Union, invited certain
citizens to go thero to get such information,
and after be had obtained it to communicate it
to Congress, as he believed it was of a charac-
ter to Justify him in transmitting it to Con-
gress. He argued that it never had, in tbe
history of the Government, been unusual to
print information sent in by the Pi^ident.
Mr. Bayard said it was usual to J^int docu-
ments sent to tho Senate by the President, but
these papers were not official, and did not pre-
tend to be official. They were not accompanied
by any recommendation of the President call-
ing for the action of Congress. The office of
President of the United States no more con-
nected him with the election in any Slate than
the office of Senator connected him with such
election. Therefore the whole action of the
President in sending a committee to
New Orleans was without warrant of
law. If the two committees in New Orleans
had co-operated and destroyed the partisan
features, there would have been a combined
scrutiny of the count, and the country would
have had at least an attempt to agree upon the
law and the facts. If there should be a delay
until the testimony of the other side was pre-
sented, so that both might be printed and go
out together, he would not object. He de-
sired every fact made public in the Louisiana
case. In the position in which the Senate was
now placed, there must be no shuflling, but
every Senator must stand upon the rock of the
law and truth.
Regular Proceedings.
Wednesday, Dec. 6.— .Seiw/e-Mr. Withers
called up his resolution requesting the President
to inform the Senate under what authority and for
what purpose troops were sent to Petersburg, Ya.,
on the day of the recent election. After a long de-
bate, participated in by Messrs. Withers,
Thurman, Morton, Edmunds, and Lo-
Kan> tbe resolution was adopted
in a slightly modified form.... The Chair laid be-
fore the Senate a Message from the President ol
the United States inclosing the report of Senator
Sherman and other members of tho committee
which visited New Orleans, together with accom- 1 Governorship
pauyiug testimony in regard to the recent election
in Louisiana, and moved that it be printed and
lie on tho table. A lengthy debate fol-
lowed, the Democratic Senators ob-
jecting to printing tho communication of
the committee and the accompanying affidavit*.
Edmunds moved to take up the Joint resolution of
which ho gave notice yesterday, proposing an
amendment to the constitution of the United States
in relation to counting the electoral vote. Merri-
mon objected, and read the 21st joint rule, requir-
ing that bills, resolutions, etc., not acted upon at
the close of the first session of a Congress shall be
taken np and acted upon at the beginning of the sec-
ond session, as if na adjournment had taken place.
He raised the point of order that a* the joint rules
were in force unfinished business from the last
session should be taken up. . . .The Chair overruled
the point of order, and decided that the Joint rules
were not in force.. . Merrimon appealed from the
decision of the Chair, and proceeded to address the
Senate, but noon yielded for a motion to adjourn,
and the Senate adjourned.
Uoum. — Tho Speaker laid before the House a
Message from the President transmitting a letter
accompanied by the testimony addressed to him by
Hon. John Sherman and other distinguished citi-
zens in regard to the canvass of the vote forelectors
in Louisiana, The Speaker, after a review of the
rule on the subject, decided that the paper In ques-
tion was in the nature of information and
a step toward correct legislation, and
that therefore it must be read. The Clerk
thereupon proceeded with the reading of the
paper. When it was finished. Mr. Wood, of
New York, rose and ex: reseed surprise at such a
Message having been sent by the President He
regarded it as most extraordinary and unprece-
dented, but remarked that this was a marvelous
and extraordinary time. The exception which
be (Wood) took to it was that tho President
should have transmitted in such an unauthorized
way an unauthorized document of a mere
partisan and ex-parte character, and his first im-
pulse had been omove that the communication
bo returned to the President. He should sim-
ply move that the Message of the President and the
accompanying documents be laid on the tableJ *Kd H*1 hlB "Me of the House
desired to debate the subject. The motion, how-
WSB «ndebat*b,e. it was adopted-yeas,
15J; navs, 99; a party vote. • * 3 *
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Thursday, Dec. 7. -Smte. -The .Senate in-
dulged in another long political debate on the
proposition to print the President’s special Message
'»*** Accompanying report of the Republican
iVd Vfti ?0“mlttee to Louisiana. Mr. Thurman
ied debate on the Democratic side, and was an-l.. Me®8"- Morton and Gherman. It
decided, 40 to 13, to print
depositions accompanying the report.... Mr.^ offered a resolution that the
Committee on Privileges and Elections be instructed
to inv estigate the facta attending the action of the
Governor and Secretary of state <?f Oregon in giv-1 ^rtifloate of election to one of tho Tilden
electoral candidates..., Mr. Howe, of Wisconsin,
introduced a bill to restrain unauthorized persons
from assuming to act as electors for President and
vice President.... Mr. Paddock introduced a bill
for Uie free distribution of public documents
Pnnted or ordered to be printed . . Mr. C%meron
(Wis.) introduced a bill concerning commerce
and navigation, and the regulation of steam ves-
bcIh and sailing ve&atlfl,v House.— Mr. McCrary, of Iowa, introduced a
case which joint resolution providing for the appointment
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of a committee of five members and five Senators
to decide upon some rules governing the
counting of the electoral vote, so
as to prevent any trouble. Tho resolution
_re*e.rred to the Judiciary Committee....
The Pension biU was reported to the House. It ap-
propriates about $29,000,000; or some $2,000,000 lessia8t presented a protest
V10 1 <S0rnd0 ^KUlature against the
refusal of the House to admit to his seat the
v s fT^ ̂  8Ule- ™*rred.... JWood (N. Y.) Mked leave to offer a resolution
calling on the President for copies of all orders
and directions emanating from him, or from any 1
of the executive departments of the Government,
to any military or civil officer with regard to ser-
vices of the army in Virginia, Sonth Carolina,
Louisiana and Florida. Kasson objected.
Friday, Deo. 8. — Senate. — Edmunds moved
to take up the joint resolution proposing an
amendment to tho constitution of the United
States in regard to the count of tho electoral vote
by the Supreme Court. Merrimon objected, ami
read the 21st Joint rule, providing that unfinished
business left over from one session shall not
bo taken up for action until the lapse of
six days of the beginning of the sub-
sequent session. He made a point of order
that under that rule the joint resolution could
not be considered now, The Chair (Ferry) over-
ruled the point, and announced that tho joint rules
were not in force. Merrimon appealed from the
decision of the Chair. Alter considerable discus-
sion the Chair was suatalned, only four votes being
recorded in the neguUve. namely: Maxey. Merri-
mon, Whyte, Withers— all of them Southern Sena-
tors.
House.— The House passed Mr. Hewitt s resolu-
tion calling upon the President for information re-
garding tho use of troops in tho Southern States. . . .
Baker (Ind.) introduced a bill proposing an
amendment to tho constitution, forbidding the
assumption or payment of any claims for
oss or damage growing out of the
loss or destruction of property dur-
ing tho late rebellion.... The Pension Appro-
priation bill was passed.... Wood (N. Y.) called up
nis resolution calling on the President for copies of
the instructions sent to, and the reports received
from tho military officers in the South since
August.. ..Leiloyno (111.) offered tho* fol-
lowing resolution : “ Whereas, Serious dif-
ferences of opinion may arise be-
tween members of the two houses of Con-
gress as to their jurisdiction and powers in joint
session in counting the electoral vote, and the
questions involved being questions of law, “ Ue-
s'dved. That the Senate be requested to appoint a
committee to act with a committee of five to be ap-
pointed by the Speaser of tho House in presenting
to the Supreme Court such questions as either ol
said committees may deem important in this
crisis, and asking the members 01 the Supreme
Court to give Congress an opinion thereon."
Monday, Dec. 11.— .Senate,— Edmunds called
np his proposed amendment to the constitution, pro-
viding that tbe Supreme Court shall open aud count
the electoral votes. Morton signified his opposition to
this amendment, regarding it as dangerous. The
matter was discussed at length by Frelinghuysen,
Edmunds, Merrimon, and Morton.... Merrimon
gave notice of an amendment he would of-
fer so as to make any Justice of the Supreme
Court ineligible to appointment to any office
under the United States, and also ineligible to be
elected President cr Vice President until the expira-
tion of four years next after he shall have ceased
to be such Justice. Ordered printed.... Bayard
offered a resolution calling upon the Attorney Gen-
eral for a statement of the number of Deputy
United States Marshals employed throughout the
country at the recent elecUon. Laid over....
Sherman presented a petition from Gen. Joseph
E. Johnston, asking tho removal of
his political disabilities. Referred ......
A bill oppropriating $26,000 to defray the expenses
of the Southern InvestigaUng Committees was
passed.... Bogy, of Missouri, presented tho report
of the Democratic committee which attended the
sessions of the Louisiana Returning Board, and
moved that it bo printed. Objection was made by
several Senators on the Republican side, on
tho ground that the paper was not ad-
dressed to the Senate, and to print it would be
a violation of the rules. After debate, it was deci-
ded that Messrs. Bogy, Stevenson and McDonald
should prepare a memorial, making the paper a
part thereof, and it could then be printed....
Mitchell, of Oregon, from the Committee on Privi-
leges and Elections, reported favorably on the res-
olution authorizing an investigation as to the eligi-
bility of Watts, the Oregon elector ____ Cameron
(Wis.) introduced a bill to provide for tho redemp-
tion of greenbacks.
House.— The Speaker announced the appoint-
ment of Clymer, of Pennsylvania, to fill a vacancy
in the Committee on Appropriations, caused by
Randall retiring. The Chairmanship of the com-
mittee remains with Holman. Under tho call of
States for the introduction of bills, their reading
in full was required by the Republicans, so as to
consume the morning hour, aud leave no time for
a call of the States for resolutions ____
The following new bills were introduced: By
Eames, reducing letter postage to two cent* ; by
Cox, to regulate the compensation of 'etter-carriere;
by Cannon, to promote commerce and cheaper rail-
road transportation between tho Atlantic seaboard
and the West, by chartering the American Midland
Railway Company; by Clever, for the protection
of ths States against domestic violu.ee....
Mr. Banning asked unanimous consent to offer a
resolution reciting the eulogium passed on J. Mad-
ison Wells, oi the Louisiana Returning Board, in
the report of Senator Sherman and others to the
President, aud requesting tho President to furnish
from the War Department copies ot all reports,
orders, correspondence, etc., connected with
the removal of Wells from the
of Louisiana by Gen.
Sheridan in 1867. Lost— yeas 111, nays 81— not
two-thirds in the affirmative.... Spencer moved to
suspend the rules and adopt a resolution instruct-
ing the Judiciary Committee to inquire what in-
timidation has been practiced on Government em-
ployes during the late election to compel such em-
ployes to contribute to the election fund of any po-
litical party, and what legislation is needed to
abate the evil. Lost— yeas, 131 ; nays, 74, not two-
thirds.
APPALLINtt DISASTER.
Destruction] by Fire of a Brooklyn Thea-
ter— A Panic, During Which 350 Per-
sons Perish— Details of the Terrible Ca-
lamity.
The Brooklyn (N. Y.) Theater waa destroyed
'by fire on the night of the 5th inat, and about
350 people periahed in the flamea. Dispatches
from New Vork give the following details of
.the awful calamity:
The fire originated on the stage at 11:30 p.
in., when the company was about half through
•with the last act of the “ Two Orphans." The
fire spread with lightning rapidity, and burst
out through the door on Washington street.
The panic and confusion among the audience
were terrible.
The fire originated in the flies, which, blaz-
ing, fell on the top the scenery. One of the
actresses came to the front of the stage and
said ; ‘‘ A small accident has occurred, but
don't bo alarmed. Only a piece of fly is on
fire." On the mention of “ fire" the audience
rose to their feet and made a wild rush for the
doors. The smoke soon became suffocating,
and women fell fainting in the aisles, and were
trampled over. Numbers Jumped out of the
windows and were seriously injur d. It is
thought that not loss than 350 persons were
killed in the rush to the exil or burned to
death, beiug unable to escape.
The fire broke out during the performance
of the last scone of the “.Two Orphans,” in
which Miss Claxton, who plays the part of the
heroine, lies on the boat-house floor. In five
minutes more the audience would have been
dismissed, and there would have been noth-
ing more serious to record than the destruction
of property.
The house was about two -thirds filled, those
below sitting well forward toward the stage.
For those in the family circle, dress circle, and
galleries there was no way of escape, except by
Washington street.
The panic-stricken people rushed pell-mell
toward and down the stairways. The main
exit became immediately choked up, and a
scone of terror, confusion, and distress ensued
which beggars description.
Just above the landing-place of the stairway,
a woman in the crush had her foot pushed be-
tween the balusters and fell. The crowd be-
hind. forced forward by the terrified people
still further behind, fell over and piled on top
of each other four and five feet deep.
The police from the station-house, next
door, wore promptly at the scene, but, owing
to the manner in which the people were piled
upon top of each other and massed together,
they could extricate comparatively few, and
these were all bruised, bleeding and maimed.
Kate Claxton, at the preliminary inquiry of
the Fire Marshal, said: ‘ At the beginning of
the last act, just as the curtain went up, I
heard a rumbling noise on the stage, and two
minutes after I saw flames. The fire seemed
to be all on the stage. Mrs. Farren, myself,
Hr. Stud ley and Mr. Murdock were on the
stage at this time. We four remained there
and endeavored as best we could to quiet t e
audience and prevent a panic. I said
to people: “Be quiet, we are be-
tween you and the fire. The front
door is open and the passages are clear. Not
one of the audience jumped on the stage.
Flames were then coming down on us. I ran
out and jumped over several people. Mr. H.
8. Murdock, after endeavoring to calm the
fears of the panic-stricken people, went to his
dressing-room to get his clothing, and must
have been suffocated.”
J. W. Thorp, the stage manager, states that
the fire occurred in this wise : A drop waa ig-
nited from a border light by some means inex-
tdioable. as one was guarded from the other.
He immediately directed Stage Carpenter
Weaver and two supernumeraries to en-
deavor to extinguish the flames, but the
difficulty waa to reach the part on fire. The
stage carpenter, with the supernumeraries,
essayed to effect that object by lowering the
drop, and in so doing added fuel to the
flames. The scene, the last in the play, em-
braced a ceiled apartment, and the instant
that the burning drop came in contact with
the inflammable ceiling, it seemed to
spread the existing flames. In a flash, as
though powder had previously been scat^
terea about the scenery, the entire proper-
ties wore in a blaze. The usual avenues of
escape were thus summarily closed at the
rear, and an exit, if at all possible, had to
be made by way of the box entrance. All,
except perhaps one or two, thus escaped.
A later dispatch from New York gives the
following additional details: Horror upon
horror accumulated as the day advanced.
Corpse after corpse, charred and blackened,
was passed out, and still the pile of bodies in
the cellar did not seem to diminish. As the
number mounted to 150 and 160, the belief
that the number would reach 200 grew into a
certainty, and, finally, at 4:30, the 200th bodv
was removed. Some were found with limbs
and hands burned off, and nothing left but a
ghastly, blackened trunk.
At 5 o dock the number had reached 220.
Twenty bodies were taken out in half an hour.
A look into the pit at this time still showed a
considerable pile of corpses lying crosswise,
vestibule, from
whore all the bodies taken out to-day were re-
moved. They lay in a pile, apparently where
they had been pitched into the cellar when the
floor and stairway gave way. As night ap-
proached, two caldum lights were placed in
position, and the work of removing the ghastly
forms of the dead (made more so by the light)
waa continued. They wore under the galleries,
but no estimate could bo made of the number.
The charred remains of the victims were taken
out in front and rear of the theater and rapidly
loaded in boxes, and placed upon the under-
takers’ wagons. Btill the pile of bodies in the
celler did not seem to diminish.
At a late hour to-night 285 bodies have been
recovered.
The city authorities were in session to-day
to make arrangements for interment in Green-
wood Cemetery of the dead not identified.
The Times says that Fire Marshal Keady,
who has made an exhaustive examination of
the circmnstanoes attending the fire, is of
opinion that at least 350 persons perished in
the flames.
Further Partleulars— Heartrending Scenes
and Incidents— Death's Convulsions.
[New York Cor. Chicago Tribune.]
A medicai gentleman stated that the position
of nearly all the bodies indicated that a mighty
struggle was going on when death overtook
them. Arms were flexed and hands clenched
in the act of pushing. Knees were bent and
legs drawn np as though fighting off some ad-
vancing, overpowering foe. Whether this was
caused by the preesure of the crowd, or falling
debris, or even the heat of the flames, could
not be told. It was the general opinion, nev-
ertheless, that some portion of tne building
gave way, precipitating the crowd into the flames
below. The rapid fall of the roof that followed
buried those who escaped the other catas-
trophe.
A young man named Dietz was identified by
his sister and a friend, who, in discovering
that it was the body they were in search of,
were so overcome that it was all the authorities
could do to keep them from falling cm and em-
bracing the corpse. The sister stood near it
crying, and giving vent to such exclamations
as, ‘jPocj: Abe ! Oh, if mother can only stand
Ite body of one young man was discovered
by his sister, who, casting one glanoe at what
waa loft of his coat, gave a cry of “My itoml”
and fell fainting in the arms of her father, and
was carried insensible to the street It was
afterward found that this young man was the
•only support of his mother and slater, his
father being a drunkard, who had not con-
trilrated toward the support of his family for
two at three years.
A dense crowd filled the streets in the vicin-
ity i4 the place of the disaster. The crowd
was (*? great that It was almost an impossibility
for those who were permitted to enter the line
to make their way through it. All classes of
people composed the assemblage — women and
children as well as men— all drawn to the spot
by the excitement
Most of the buildings opposite the theater
run through from street to street and the
windows of all of them were crowded with
spectators, principally women. A temporary
wooden inclined piano waa built from the hor-
rible pit in which most of the bodies were
found. Along this they were carried in
boxes covered with blankets. They were
then placed in the undertakers' wagons,
which were in waiting to carry them to the
morgue. The wagons of all the undertakers
in Brooklyn were in use, and were drawn up
in line along the edge of the sidewalk. One
after another of them was backed up to the
theatre door to receive the boxes containing
the dead. At intervals of a few minutes sev-
eral men would emerge from the door carry-
ing a coflin shaped, leaden-lined box, covered
with a blanket to conceal the ghastly spectacle
presented by the charred and blackened
corpses. The blanket ontlined the deformed
and shapeless mass A hand or foot pro-
truded above the box, and in some cases
bodies were stiffened in almost sitting posture,
and, as the wagons were driven rapidly up the
street, their heads nodded to and fro beneath
the blankets, or protruding limbs quivered
horribly.
The sight caused many strong men to turn
away from the spot with tearful eyes.
Miss Kate Claxton said that, at the time the
fire broke out, she was reclining on a mattress
on the stage at the opening of the first scene
of the last act of the “Two Orphans.” She
LAST OP THE BIG SHOW.
Sale of the Exhibition BaUdlngs-A* Out-
lay of 82,500,000 Bringing Return* at
Auction of Only 8290,1(10.
[Philadelphia Cor. New York Tribune.]
Probably the largest sale of property
ever held in a single day took place to-
day on the Centennial grounds, when
the twenty -four bnildings belonging to
the Board of Finance and a dozen
structrures of varying dimensions belong-
ing to individuals or firms, were exposed
at public auction. The total cost value of
the property offered for sale was esti-
mated in round figures at 82,500,000,
and the actual figures realized from the
sale were 8296,160. Machinery hall,
Horticultural hall and Memorial hall, not
being in the list of properties owned by
the Finance Board, were not included in
the list.
The sale began with the Main build-
ing, in which the gas-pipes, elevators,
and other personal property were re-
served from the sale, whfio the chande-
liers were included. The building cost
about 81,600,000. The only bids for it
wore one of 8200,000, by R. J. Dobbins,
and one of 8250,000, by John S. Morton,
Esq., who made the bid on behalf of the
Permanent Exhibition Company. It was
knocked down to Mr. Morton, amid the
general applause of the audience.
The two Mineral annexes, which cost
together over 819, 000, were next offered,
fe' sSfjlTdde^lS" WUlinm
King, of Philadelphia, an oil merchant,
to whom both the buildings wore
knocked down— the larger at $600 and
•'the smaller at $400.
The Carriage building was then put
up. It cost about 855,000, and the
terms of sale require its removal before
the 1st of Anril. The first bid was one
of $1,000, and from this start the bid-
ding ran up rapidly to 84,100, at which
sum it went to Mr. James C. Adams, for
Richard J. Dobbins, Esq.
Photographic hall, which is to be re-
moved by March 1, and for the con-
struction of which between 822,000 and
823,000 was expended, was the next on
the list of sales. In answer to a ques-
tion as to who would bear the loss in
case of fire between the time of pur-
chase and removal of any of the build-
ings, Mr. Welsh replied : “I guess we
will have to assume that risk.” The
building was then disposed of at 81,000
to Mr. Crons, of Reading, Pa.
The Art Gallery annex, which cost
8110.000, was next offered for sale. The
first bid of Mr. R. J. Dobbins of 81,000
appeared for a time to have no second,
but finally rose to 83,050, and at this
sum was knocked down to A. P. Bil-
yew & Son, builders, of Philadelphia.
Judges hall, which cost $30,000, was
sold for $1,500 to John 8. Morton, Esq.,
for the International Exhibition Com-
pany. The gas fixtures of the building,
according to an estimate by Mr. Welsh
during the bidding, were worth 81,500.
The building will probably be retained
in its present position, the purchasers
having until May 1 to make any neces-
sary arrangements. The list of build-
ings offered was then proceeded with
and disposed of at the rates and to the
purchasers named as follows :
The Medical Department building for
8300, to Henry H. Yard, of Ocean
Beach, N. J., dealer in real estate.
Tbe Department of Public Comfort
building, which cost $22,000, for $1,000,
to James and John Hunter, of Philadel-
phia.
The Shoe and Leather building, cost-
ing $30,750, was disposed of for $3,000
to R. J. Dobbins.
The Centennial Guard Reserve build-
ing, a small frame 20x30 feet, which
cost $500, sold for $155.
The British boiler-house, costing $15,-
396, sold for $100 to R. J. Dobbins.
The Corliss boiler-house, costing $20,-
976, and containing 8,125 cubic feet of
masonry, 243,450 bricks, and 25,000
pounds of iron, was sold for $1,400 to
John Welsh, for either Fairmount Park
or the Franklin Institute.
Boiler-house No. 3 and machine shop,
costing $39,700, were sold for $2,200
to Frank H. Ward, Philadelphia.
Boiler-house No. 4, costing $24,000,
was sold for $1,400 to John Shedrick &
Sons, Philadelphia.
The saw-mill and boiler-house No. 5,
costing $12,000, were sold for $1,275 to
Lewis Haehnlen, Philadelphia.
Boiler-house No.6, costing $3,131, was
sold for $300 to Andrew Watson, Phila-
delphia.
The Music pavilion brought $100.
The Wagon annex was sold for 8850 to
Samuel A. Simes, Treasurer Pennsylva-
nia Salt Manufacturing Company.
Agricultural hall boiler-house was sold
for 8250 to R. J. Dobbins.
The annex to Horticultural hall waa
sold for 8600 to John Welsh.
Agricultural hall, covering ten acres,
and costing $275,000, was bid for at one
time at a lively rate by Messrs. Allison
and Dobbins, the effect of the brief ri-
valry being to increase the price some
84.000, It waa finally knocked down to
R. J. Dobbins for 816,100.
The Pomological building, which cost
819.000, was sold for 81|250 to R. J.
Dobbins.
The Butter and Cheese building,
which cost about $15,000, brought 81,-
100. The owner proposes- take it to
Asbury Park, N. J.
The Centennial National Bank, with
stationary couuters, vaults, etc., in-
cluded, which cost $7,000, went for
8600, and will be taken to Ocean Grove,
N. J.
The Grand American Restaurant, 273
by 188 feet in size, which cost over $30,-
000, and whiolu according to the state-
ment of the auctioneer, the architect had
offered to take down, remove, and re-
erect for less than $7,000, sold for $1,100
to W. E. Baker, of Boston, and will be
taken to Ridge Hill farm, Wellesley,
Mura.
Cook’s “World’s Ticket Oflloe,” which
cost over $6,000, sold for $525.
The Liberty Stove works went to J.
her eyes closed, buC hearing the confusion,
she partially opened her eyes, and could see,
through the canvas cover of the house repre-
sented on the stage, the flames above. The
scene proceeded with the knowledge on the
part of the actors that there was a fire on the
stage, but all were hoping that it would be ex-
tinguished. The actors' on the stage at the
beginning of the act were Miss Claxton and
Mr. Murdoch. Mrs. Farren and Mr.
Bindley also took their • parte soon af-
ter, and the scene waa about half-played
when the scenery was seen to be in
flames. The people in the parquotte also be-
came alarmed at the confusion on the stage and
the fire, which was now plainly seen. The
four actors ranged themselves in a line across
the stage close to the footlights, and as far as
possible from the flames in the rear. Mr.
Bindley begged the audience to be quiet, say-
ing that there was no cause for alarm. Miss
Claxton cleared her throat and shouted. “Will
the people keep their seats ? We are between
you ana the flamea, and we will be burned first.
Will the people in the front seats sit down ?”
Miss Claxton is of the opinion that, had not
the actors renamed firm in a line across the
front of the stage, the people would have
leaped upon the stage and attempted to escape
by the rear, where the flames were raging. In
a moment or two, however, the alarm seized
npon tbe people in the balcony and gallery, and
a rush was then made for the doors.
Wedding Anniversaries.
Fashion has established a custom, of
late years, of celebrating certain anni-
versaries of the marriage, these being
named as follows:
The celebration at the expiration of
the first year is called the cotton wed-
ding; at two years comes the paper; at
three the leather; at the close of five
years comes the wooden; at the seventh
anniversary the fnends assemble at the
woolen, and at ten comes the tin. At
twelve years the silk and fine linen; at
fifteen the crystal wedding. At twenty
the friends gather with their china, and
at twenty-five the marred couple that
have been true to their vows for a quar-
ter of a century are rewarded with silver
gifts. From this time forward the
tokens of esteem become rapidly more
valuable. When the thirtieth anniver-
sary is reached they are presented with
pearls; at the fortieth comes the rubies;
and at the fiftieth occurs the glorious
golden wedding. Beyond that time the
aged couple are allowed to enjoy their
many gifts in peace. If, however, by
any possibility they reach the seventy-
fifth anniversary, they are presented
with the rarest gifts to bo obtained, at
the celebration of their diamond wed-
ding.
In issuing the invitations for celebrat-
ing these anniversaries, it is customary
to print them on a material emblematical
of the occasion. Thus thin wood,
leather, cloth, tin-foil, silk, silver, and
gold paper, and other materials are
brought into use.
Of course, those who accept such in-
vitations, and partake of the hospitali-
ties of the host and hostess, are expected
to contribute to the collection of gifts
that will grace the occasion.
A Favorite Pool for English Suicides.
Some remarkable statements were
made at an inquest held at Bury, in
Lancashire, on Saturday, resnecting a
mill-stream lodge known as “(5ld Char
ley’s lodge,” or “ The Hatter’s ceme-
tery,” in which a young woman aged 19
drowned herself. The lodge, it seems,
is in the midst of a thickly-populated
neighborhood, and is not protected bv
any fence. The water being warm, ft
offers unusual temptation to suicide, and,
owing to its unguarded condition, it is
also the scene of many fatal accidents to
young children, who fall into it while
playing on the banks. The coroner said
he considered it “a public scandal”
that “ Old Charley’s lodge ” was not
fenced off in some way. He had him-
self held inquests on the bodies of from
fifteen to twenty persons who had met
with their deaths in that lodge, and he
understood that altogether upward of
fifty bodies had been taken out of it
He did not think that there was another
— lestroyed more hu-
man life than any other piece of water
of similar size in Great Britain, and the
number of bodies taken out of them is
almost beyond calculation. “ Old Char-
ley’s lodge” is, however, beyond a
doubt, a most deadly pool, and a police
constable present at the inquest seated
that it was a common saying in the
borough, “I’ll go to Old Charley’s
lodge,” or, “ Go to Old Charley’s lodge,”
the first being an expression of despair,
the second of brutality.— -Pa W Mall Ga-
zette. _ ,
Cornucopias is the Latin for tight
boots.
O. Shaw, of New York, for $325. The
purchaser intends to remove the build-
ing to his farm at Bound Brook, N. J.
The Averill Chemical Paint Company’s
pavilion sold for $550.
The Doston Daily Advertiser budd-
ing went tCX 8160. Rowell’s Newspaper
pavilion sold £pr 8520.
The Pennsylvania Educational hall,
costing 812,000, went i£>r $900 to James
A. Bradley, and is to be taken to Asbury
The British police barracks went for
8650.
The British workmen’s headauarters
for $425.
The Turkish cafe, costing $4,000, for
8250.
Two of the eight cigar pavilions offered
brought $40, cash, apiece, the remainder
not being disposed of.
At tho close of the sale it was an-
nounced that another sale would soon be
held of all gates, fences, and movable
property to be removed from the
grounds.
v Mood’s Stroke.
An Indian correspondent writes to
Nature: “There is a popular belief
that it is dangerous to sleep in full moon-
shine, as It is supposed to produce some
injurious effect called moonstroke. A
clear sky admits of rapid radiation, and
any person exposed to such radiation is
sure to be chilled by rapid loss of heat.
There is reason to believe that under
the circumstances paralysis of one side
of the face is likely to occur from chill,
as one side of the face is more likely to
be exposed to rapid radiation and con-
sequent loss of its heat. Tho chill is
more likely to occur when the sky is
perfectly clear and in a full moon. 1
have often slept in the open air in India
on a clear summer night when there was
no moon, and, although the first part of
the night may have been hot, yet toward
2 or 3 o’clock in the morning the chill
has been so great that I have often been
awakened by an aohe in the forehead,
which I have as often counteracted by
wrapping a handkerchief around my
head and drawing the blanket over my
face. As the chill is likely to be greatest
on a very clear night, and the clearest
nights are likely to be those on which
there is a bright moonshine, it is very
possible that neuralgia, paralysis, or
some other similar injury, caused by
sleeping in the open air, has been at-
tributed to the moon, when the proxi-
mate cause may really have been tho
chill.” _
Christmas and the Jews.
The Jewish Messenger opposes the
celebration of Christmas by Israelites.
It says: “Without saying a word in
disparagement of a festival that has such
holy and sweet recollections for Chrst-
ians, and a ceremony that is innocent in
itself, and gives great pleasure to young
and old, we simply ask, is it consistent
for would-be liberal Jews, who have
pews in a temple and family plots in a
Jewish cemetery, who fall in a rage
when they notice the Jews aspersed in
the press— and who probably object to
their daughters and sons visiting fre-
quently among Christians— to neglect
Jewish festivals and ceremonies having
a biblical origin, and indulge in Christ-
mas, that is distinctively nnti-Jewish?
To remember the exodus from Egypt by
eating unleavened bread is barbarous, of
course; but they will keep a day whose
origin is proolematical, just because
Christians keep it. To celebrate the
giving of the law by a display of flowers
in home and synagogue is antiquated ;
but these Jews will walk Fifth avenue
on Easter Sunday with violets in their
coat lappel, because it is the fashion
among young Christians so to act.
Chanuca lights are to be tabooed, but
Christmas trees are fully in order.”
Payne’s Flame.
Itis not perhaps generally known, says
the St. \jou\e Republican, that the author
of “Home, Sweet Home,” was madly
in love with Miss Maria Mayo, of Rich-
mond, Va., afterward Mrs. Gen. Win-
field Scott. Miss Mayo was a famous
belle, and as remarkable for her wit as
for her beav.ty. Poor Payne was not
the only one who had laid his heart at
her feet and had to take it up again ;
but he probably suffered more from his
disappointment than the rest of the re-
jected lovers. When all hope of win-
ning the fair prize was abandoned, he
wont abroad never to return ; and there
is no doubt that the corroding sorrow
hastened him to tho grave he found in a
foreign land. The tradition in Rich-
mond is that Scott addressed Miss Mayo
when he was only a Captain in the army,
and received a prompt dismissal. He
repeated the experiment when' a Major,
but with no better success. The third
time he proposed he wore the epaulettes
of a General, and then was accepted. A
friend of the lady asked her why she
changed her mind. The reply was, “In
my estimation there is a vast difference
between Captain or even Major Scott
and General Scott.”
An Unfortunate Wise Man.
A gentleman made application for a
school in Maine, and presented himself
to the board for examination as to his
qualifications. Arithmetical questions
were proposed. The teacher stumbled
and halted, bnt finally made out to
cipher out the answers. Said the com-
mitteeman : “Can you locate Boston?”
He answered : “I know all about it,
probably, just as well as you do; have
heard of the place several times, but
can’t, somehow or other, seem to locate
it.” With a view to helping him out,
the committeeman said : “ It is the cap-
ital of some State, is it not?” “ Yes; I
believe it is. ” “ What State ?” “Well,
I know, probably, as well as you do,
what State Boston is the capital of, but,
you see, I haven’t got the flow of lan-
guage to express it”— New English
Journal of Elucation.
A COLORADO, gERQIWE.
An Affecting Story of Frontier Life
Mr*. Ostrom’B Mournful Bivouac |n tke
Rocky Mountains.
[From the New York World.]
On Friday night of last week, in one
of the small parks of Colorado, lying
among the mountains on the North
Platte, there was a curious scene. There
in a place fifteen miles away from the
nearest neighbor sat a woman, surround-
ed by her family of seven children, and
watching the dead body of her husband.
A large fire which she and her oldest
boy, a lad of 14, had built, threw a
ghastly glare over the lonely landscape.
The broad sky above, and the huge hills
around made more intense tbe sense of
desolation and the littleness of humani-
ty, and the murmur of tho stream near
by and the bark of tho fox ic the dis-
tance were the only utterances of soli-
tude to grief. This woman’s story, as
told in the Denver T-ibune, is one of
the most affecting in tho strange annals
of American pioneer adventure. Her
husband, W. H. Ostrom, had come to
Colorado from Alabama, and, on account
of* the depredations of the grasshoppers
had not been very prosperous. Ho uad
prepared a new home for his family in a
park on the North Platte, and set out
that morning from Pine | Grove gulch
for the journey of twenty miles, in a
Western wagon drawn by a team of
mules, and loaded with Ins household
and Ids household goods. Toward even-
ing, as he was crossing a small stream at
a rough part of the road, one of the
mules shied, and tbe wagon was over-
turned. It is probable that Ostrom was
walking beside it, and flung himself in
the way to try and save his wife and
children. They were thrown vio-
lently out and he was caught un-
der the overturned wagon and borne
to tho ground with the cross-bar of the
wagon-bed across him and a weight of
1,500 pounds crushing him. His terri-
fied wife found him lying in this wav,
|Cool and considerate, but very pale. He
^directed her iu her vain efforts to pry
the wagon over, and died within five
minutes, even while assuring her that
he was not dangerously hurt. Tho old-
est boy was on foot, driving a cow, and
came up only in time to join his mother
in her attempts to release his father’s
dead body. With true pioneer readi-
ness and sternness the team was un-
hitched and put to drag off the wagon,
the corpse was rolled in a sheet, a tire
was built, tho mules were corralled, and
tho widow and orphans sat down in
their dismal bivouac. Even when
death comes by slow approaches and
with fair warning, where the care of
anxious friends and the comforts of civ-
ilized life mitigate suffering, the loss of
a husband and father is a calamity that
evokes our sympathy for the afflicted.
It is a grief that no condolences can
soften, no wealth alleviate, no compan-
ionship render endurable. It would be
useless, therefore, to dwell upon the
terror* of death when it struck down
tho head of a family unexpectedly and
violently in a Colorado wilderness, leav-
ing a woman and children desolate, with
darkness and the desert about them. We
think a picture of this night-watch
of Mrs. Ostrom would be as characteris-
tic of a great phase of American life
as any scene that tho imagination could
conceive of. In her bitter experience,
giving us a glimpse of the sufferings of
the women of the Western frontier, we
have Something to suggest the trials and
labors of all that hardy generation which
pushed slowly on from the Atlantic to
flie Mississippi, before whom the wilder-
ness receded like the horizon. It is the
fault of our time to underrate the rough
virtues of the pioneers, and forgot the
value of their achievements. We are
losing sight of the romantic and heroic
aspects of their life, in the refinements
and luxuries of our own. Her story
should bring back old memories to
those in tho heart of civilization, and
teach them what they cost. It was not
by enchantment that the log cabin was
changed to the brown-stone mansion,
the homespun dresses to silk, the emi-
grant wagons to family carriages. The
metamorphosis was rapid, but it was the
result of the sacrifice and endeavor of
ages heaped into a few years. The Col-
orado woman, sitting all night in her
mournful bivouac, with her seven chil-
dren around and the corpse of her hus-
band just outside of the glare of the fire,
stiffening in tho frost— this peuni-
ess widow a rousing herself in the
morning, taking the dead body on the
wagon and retracing her steps toward
civilization, is as distinct a type of
American womanhood as the gayest lady
that attends church in New York to-day.
They have different missions; but neither
of them should forget that they are sis-
ters.— AT. Y. World.
The Minnesota Liquor Law.
The Surreme Court of Minnesota has
affirmed the constitutionality of that
very excellent and wholesome law, passed
in 1873, requiring each liqnor-dealer in
tho State io pay $10 annually for the
establishment and maintenance of a State
Asylum for Inebriates. Grounds for the
asylum were long since located at the
charming city of Rochester, and this de-
cision of the Supreme Court removes the
last remaining obstacle to the early erec-
tion of the necessary buildings.
The London A'conomfet notices os a
remarkable fact that the American Gov-
ernment has, directly or indirectly,
bought £200,000 of silver in the London
market for the purpose of coining, and
shows that the export of silver from the
United States to England has steadily
decreased since 1874.
Sings Like a Bird.— The delightful
effects of this new piinciple. Dr. J. H. Mo-
kean’H Cougb and Lung Healing Globules. As
tbe saliva in tbe mouth acts on the Globsie a
gas is generated which soothes and heals irri-
tation of the throat and lunga, the .voice
dear as a bird, cures Hoarseness, Coughs,
Colds, and Consumption. Trial Boxes, bv
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THE VOTE OF THE ELEOTOES.
What may be called the second stage in
the American process of electing a presi*
dent took place, on Wednesday. The
ejectors bearing the. certificates of the
several state authorities met in their state
Capitols, and cast their voles for president
and vice-president in accord with the party
which nominated them. There was no
me of Congressman Seclyc’s moral turn
of mind and independent ways to put the
peace of the country and the setdemcnl
of a difficult question above allegiance to
party. Every elector voted straight. And
ns the Hayes and Wheeler electors in
Louisiana and Florida had the certificates
of the recognized state authorities, the re-
publican candidates for president and
vice-president icceived just the number
(18.5) of electoral votes to give them, prima
facie, the election.
Of course, nobody expects this result to
be accepted by a large portion of those
citizens who supported Hayes and Wheel
cr. There is no doubt that it is held by a
great majority of the voters of the country
as unjustly, and, in a true senie, illegally
obtained, by proceedings morally violent
and revolutionary, and justifying, not tor
the sake of a party or a candidate, but for
the cause of justice, for the sake ot the
country and for the safety of our rejhibli
e.m institutions, an appeal to Congress for
revision and reversal. As the basis of
Midi an appeal, there .will be contesting
electoral votes sent up from Louisiana and
Florida and also from South Carol ma, but
the main contest wiil be that of Louisiana,
though, with the evidence now before
the country, the vole of Floiida seems
cept a poorer president fhau lie would
make than to secure liim at the cost of the
integrity of these processes of election,
which, however imperfect, must be main-
tained inviolate, if we would preserve our
own faith % our own institutions, and con-




Congress starts oft' in a sharply partisan
manner. The hope that the two branches,
as the two parties, would join in a com-
mon Investigation of the -disputed stales of
the South, is lost at once. Eacli brand)
sets up an investigation of its own; and,
while the republicans in the House, op-
posed and tried to defeat that ordered by
their body, the democratic minority in
the Senate similarly objected to and voted
airainst the investigation demanded by the
republican majority of the upper branch.
1 lie House investigations have however,
two advantages or claims to independent
respect,— first, they are approved by Gen.
Grant, and, second, the committees up.
pointed to make them, though of course
having a majority of democrats on each,
are confessedly of the best men of the
House, justify no criticism from the re
publicans. Mr. Morrison of Illinois is
chairman of the Louisiana commitee, Mr.
Thompson of this state of the Florida com-
miitce, and Mr. Sayler of Ohio, with
Judire Abbott of Boston as ids second,
heads that lor South Carolina. Their
proposed work is confined to the>e ihice
slates. The Senate investigation, winch
is at the instance of Senator Edmunds, is
broader, and takes in Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi, also, and, by the very
terms of the order for it, presupposes a
general abridgment in all the states of the
Ittuillte;
------- rwiu wi noiuia ; ,R,&ro ,0 V(,le in violation of the 14tli
hardly less clearly unjust and fraudulent.-! a‘,,(,n:l")ent of the Constitution. This in-
The whole winter in Congress will na. , ''vstigation is to be conducted by one of
turally be given up to this supreme ques- ! t,ie s,,m(,ing committees of the .Senate,
that of privileges and elections, of which
Mr. Morton is chairman, John A. Logan
the second member, find .Hippie Mitchell
the third, and counting, in all, six repub-
licans to three democrats. Two of the re-
publicans, Wadleigb of New Hampshire
and Cameron of Wisconsin, have some
claims to independency and impartiality
of judgment, and may give trouble to their
more partisan associates in the progress of
If you
call on
lion, and it will absorb and disturb the
public mind of the country until it is fin-
ally settled.. When and how this will be,
im one can wisely say. The extreme party
republicans will take the ground that the
president of the Senate has supreme power
in counting the electoral votes as sent up
from the several Slates, and that he must
and will recognize as the regular vote of
each state that which is authenticated by
the state government that is recognized by l,ie'r 'v,,rk-
the national government. This rule would 1 “
sustain Hie Hayes electors from the dis |
puled states, and give Mr. Hayes the presi-
dency. W lietlier the republican majority
in the Senate wi.l sustain their republican
president (Mr. Ferry) in such action re-
mains to be seen. It is against authority,
against precedent, and against the recorded
opinions of enough of the republican sen-
ators, added to the democrats to defeat it.
It is certain that the democratic House of
Representatives would not acquiesce in
this view of the question. The extreme
democratic doctrine now is that either
branch can reject the vote of a state. But
this, though it has republican precedent,
is quite as douhilul, it not us dangerous,
doctrine as the otbei one. Our judgment
is iimt both should and will fall together;
that neither the republican Senate will
sustain the one, nor the democratic House
the other.
W hut then? Either the two houses must
concur in some disposition of Hie subject
by accepting or rejecting such votes as
will either secure an undisputed election
or an undisputed no choice, in which
latter case, of course, the House would
proceed, under the constitutional provi-
sion, le elect Mr. Tilden. But if the two
branches cannot agree upon either of these
results, then there would seem to be a de-
fault of election, and such a vacancy as,
under the constitution, must be tilled by a
new election, the president of the Senate
acting as president of the government un-
til that election is held and decided.
We believe this is Gov Tilden’s view
of the probable course of things. It is
certainly Hie most natural outcome of the
present conflict of parties and opinions,
and it may be described as the worst of
the peaceful alternatives of the situation.
Probably it will not be reached without
Congress previously taking the judgment
of the supreme court, that this is the effect
of the non-agreement of the two houses
U|xm either of the other results,— that is,
the acceptance of votes enough to elect
cnc*of the two candidates, or the rejection
ol enough to defeat a choice. We dis
mi's the alternative of the Senate deciding
that Hayes is elected, and the Mouse that
Tilden ia, and the selling up of two presi-
dents, and a possible appeal to arms for
supremacy. We cannot believe that the
American people will proceed to such ab-
surd and wicked extremities, when other
anjLmore sensible and more peaceful reme-
dies are at hand.
The situation is certainly very grave and
distressing. We wish wc could believe
that Gov. Hayes is entitled to the 185 elect-
oral votes that he received on Wednesday.
Wc have faith that he. would prove a most
excellent president, and advance the coun-
try in peace, reform and prosperity. Hut,
with the evidence now before the public,
It is impossible for the non-partisan mind
f> believe he is the rightful choice, by the
processes of law, of the American people.
And it is much better that we should oc
" ~ - - -- --- ----------- - - --- — , --------
First Ward Grocery House. E. Wijkhuijsen,
New Finn ! few Goods! Eew Prices ! "
At the Store formerly occupied by
Slooter&HiggiBs, Cor. 8th&Fisli St.
Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.
At prices that will astonish the best buyers in Holland City.
No tricks or bates— Honest weights and meas-
_ ures to all.
We buy goods and produce for cash and with a small profit
added we offer the same f r 1
CJLSH OULY.
Our stock consists of a greater variety and better quality
than has heretofore been sold in this city. We have aimed,
in making our selections, to get
ONLY PURE GOODS.
Temb\9flVur»,d:nH W° th,nk t U'>t- ti» r go .(Ih and ^ 8
arc in for HKKOR»l-Hnd ̂  w« are the fln*t to make the Mart, we hope
to 1)0 encouraged with a port ion of yur patronage.
Tile Goods arelOEWMD PURE.
Wm. COLEMAN A CO.,
EIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH STR
IN S LOOTERS’ BRICK STORE.
of new oi ™NK SLO',TF:i{rvm:*i»*«itlniH,wiHhingto bee all of hia old customers and a boat of
37-i' WM. COLEMAN & CO.
girths.
At Holland, on Thursday. December 14, 1H70, a son
to Mr. and Mrs. II. Van der Hnar.
ilcu! ̂ (Ivcvtisrmcnto.
A Sure Cure.
For Consumption, bronchitis, asthanra. catarrh,
throat and lung diseases. Also a sure relief and
permanent core for genera! debility, dvsp psiannd
all nervous offectlons, by a simple vegetable med-
icine, which cured a venerable missionary Physi-
cian who was long a resident of Syria and the
fcsst. and who ha freely given this valuable specific
to thousands of kindred sufferers with the greatest
possible benefits, and he now feels it his sacred
chr stian dutv to impart toothers this wonderful
nv goratiug remedy, and will send FREE thuorigA'
I'lul recipe complete, with full directions, to any
person enclosing stamp for replv, 1
DR. GLaHKA. ROBBINS,
.v „ («'re ly Block, Syracuse. N.Y.
(P. 0. Box 76.) 44_(Sn).
The opportunity for Great
Bargains is still open at the
Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
want a New Dress
,/. HAJUtrXGTOX.
If you need a new Suit of
Clothes for yourself or boys
go to
R. j. Harrington.
If you need ROOTS, SHOES Oil RUB-
BERS cad. al
E. J. HA III II NO TON.
Do not miss your opportun-
ity for Furs, call on
E. J. HA It IHX (l TOX,
HATS anti CAPS clioajKtrtlian ut whole-
sale at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Groceries of the best qual-
ity and very cheap at
E.J. HARRINGTON.
Glassware, Crorkeri/'iinfiurpHHH-
ed at the Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Butter and Eggs bought and










One door West of VAN LANDEGEND & MEMS
and now offers a full line of goods and at such rco-
sonable prices, Rut it will he to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. Wc have amide
at h rtl ti°Ur neW qnarl':rB ,0 make UP c'oihtng
ALL mss OF isH SlSHING MODS,
Hats & Caps iu Great Variety.- o -
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
J. W. BOSMAN.
Holland, Dec. 2, 1870. 42- lyr ; ---
mCBlTIX
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mont Approved Patterns;




WE HAVE A STEAM
D'Rir KILlsT
AND THE DRYING OF I. UMBEL
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in our line, manufactured on short
notive.





A Good opportunity for a Grist Mill.
Inquire of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
E- ’J- HARRINGTON.
km
Litrj, Salt adM Staik,
BA UN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine horses and beautiful carriages, entt- rs. and
nl! kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our
stable at reasonable rate*.
GOOD TURNO UTS~ Q UA RA NTEKD
GIVE US^A TRIAL.
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
 E. J. H ARRINGTON, Jr.
John Vaupkll.
Holland, Dec. 2, 187«. 42-ly
BOTTOM PRICES




BOTTOM PRICES2w B. P. HIGGINS
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Offers his sendees as such to the public and wiH
guarantee his work for moderate charges. Hnvlna
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Joslln
So:3r'j!iiixrto,to 1,1 iu
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jov-
tlry business, and Mr. Wijkl.uHscn to the Watcher
fcVt,r ;Th 'h,‘,n 0,1 pub lc lu
CALL AND SEE.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25. 1876.
H. Wl.JKIin.JSKN,
J. A mi lts.
NEW FIRM!
0. Van Putten.








The Gocds^ are ^first-class-
PRICES ARE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge c;.n
be relied upon.
CALL°MD SEE.tI G. VAN PUTTEN.
Hoi. land, Aug. 2, 1870.
Mark these Facts.
The lextimonyof the Whole World,
HOLLO "W A "Y ’ S PILL
"I had no appetite; Hollow uv's Pills ga\e me :
hearty one.’’
“Your Pills are mnrvt llous."
“I send for another box, and keep them in thi
Iniuse.”
“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that wm
chronic.
“I gave one of your Pills to mv babe for choien
morbus. The dear Hole thing got well in a day.'
“My nausea of a morning is now cured."
“Your box of Holloway's Ointment cured me o
noise- in i he head I rubbed some of your Oink
ment behind the ears, and the noise has’ left."
ily ” t,ld mC lWU busCH; 1 wu"1 ul“-' lor 11 poor fam
“I enclose a dollar; your price is 26 cents, bul
the medicine to me is woith a dollar."
“Send rue five boxes of your Pills."
Let me ha>e three boxes of your PUL by return
mail for Chills and Fever."
I have over 200 such tesMinonials as these, bul
want of space compels me to conclude.
For cutaneous Disorders,
And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment Is
iiumt invaluable. Il does not heal external!) alone*
_ ___ ____ hut penetrates with the most searching effects to
HOUSE, STORE and LOT ^S PILLS
 - - Invariably cure the following diseases;
Disorders of the Kidney:
FOR SALE!
I offer for sale Lot 8. Block 41. being on the South
hast comer of Ninth and Market Streets. City of
Holland. The buildings are all new. It is a des
irablc location for any kind of buMncss. Terms
eal7- , I). TE UOI.I.KR.
Holla wr. Mich.. March 3. 187.p.. 8-tf
Boots and Shoes.
A new stock of Goods has Just hcen opened, and
we can state to the Public that it has been
bought expressly for this beasouol the year.
It is of the Latest Styles o.
Ladiks, Gknts,lOUTHS, MlssKH
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Gur intention is to offer these goods at low
price, and we request Hie trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
HEPmi DONE OH SHORT N0TI0E
Cash Paid for Hides
L. SPRIETSMA & SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.
-Hcl-lv
NO TI CE !
____ t
I the undersigned having become sole proprietor
ot the furniture house, formerly under the firm
name of
J. M. Reidsema & Son.








M* aSeat a * Stove-wood and other articles too numerous to mention
E. J. HARRINGTON. “ “‘9 -----------E. J. HARRINGTON.
»
Feathers & Feather Beds,
— AT— -
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
AH the goods are marked down, and I hereby sol
tclt the good will and patronage of the public.
SIMON KIEjSEMA.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 18, 1870.
In all diseases affecting these organs, whelh-
they -ecret too much or two llille water; r
whether they be afflicted wiib stone or gravel, t
with actus and pains settled In the loins over th
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should be tat
on according t" the printed directions, and th
Ointment should be we I rubbed into the small c
the back at bed time. This tieutment will giv
almost immediate relief when all other mean
have failed.
For Stomachs Out of Order
No medicine w ill so effectually Improve the ton
of the stomach as these Pills; they innove ail acid
ity occasioned either by intemperance or improp
er diet. They reach the liver and reduce it to j
healthy action; they are wonderfully efficacious li
cases of spasm — in fact they never lull in rurini
all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOW AY’S PILL? are the lies! know n In thi
world for the following diseases: Ague. Asthma
Billions Complaints. Blotches on the 8kln. Bowels
Constimtiiior. Debility. ])>opsv. Dysentery. J ry
sioelas, Female Irregularil'es. Levels of nil' kind’s
Fits. O ut. Headache. Indigestion. Inflamstinn,
Jaundice. Liter Complaints. Lumbago. P'les. Rho
uinatlstn. H tention of urine. Scrofula or King's
Evil. Sore Throats. Stone and Gravel. Tic Doulotu-
enx. Tumors. Ulcers. Worms, ot ail kinds, Weak-
ne-s from any cause, etc.
IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None are genuine unless the signature of J. Hav-
dock. as agent lor the United Staus, surrounds
each box ot Pills, and Ointment. A handsome re-
ward willbe given to anyone rendering such ln-
formation as may loud to the detection of any
partvor parties counterfeit log the medicines or
vejuling the s-me. knowing them to be spurioua.
**• Sold ai the ma' Ufac orv of Professor Hollo
wa * Co.. Now York, and by all respectable drug-
gists and dealers in medicine throughout the civil-
I red world, inboxes at 25 cents, (W cents and $1.
each.
f^TThcrc is considerable saving by taking the
laiger sixes.
N B.— Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to eacr box.
Cffi'e, 112 Liberty Street, New Yoik.
39-ly
DR. SCHOUTEH’S--
ANII-BILIOilS AND EXPECTORANT FILIP,- o —
Haven specific influence upon the Liver ard
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such vlj-
orous ‘action that the impediments are removed.
Favorably knowx by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularities originating
impurities of the Blood.
— SOLID AT —
Wholesale and Retai
- BY — -
II WALSH, Dmggis
Holland, Mich.




Go and see the holiday-goods at
Kan tors.
L. T.
Job work done in a lew hours, and at
cost 'price— far heiow Chicago prices— at
this office.
Don’t fail to go to Kenyon’s flail on
Monday evening next and hear the Phil-
harmonic Vocalists.
On Monday last the funeral took place
of Dr. A. Brock. The ceremonies were
extensive and very impnsslyo. .
Nkw OiiLiiANs is jealous of the fact
that Houston Tex., is crowding her for
the supremacy as a cotton mart.
-- ^
Ik you want to feast your eyes on a tine
clothing store, step into J. W. Bosnian’s
store, next door to the News Office. X
The sound of the axe Is heard no more
Id the pineries, sews cluin- Iheir /|,„il,iciilIls ,)Me or ,|,em is „ ih.ef »hv,iy
jjiUBi expeditiously and economically
Wouk is piogies>ing rapidly on the
building for the Paris Exposition of 1878
and April 1 of that year is announced as
opening lay.
-----
The Lauder family left on Monday eve-
ning for California, where the husband
and lather Inis been for some time past.
We wish them a sale journey.
Cut. John Waking, of the schr. Kate
E. llowiird, informs us that the schr. is
not a total loss yet, and he siill enterlaind
hopes of getting her .dloal again.
Aujkkt Edinu and family— who jour-
neyed to the Netherlands to obtain posses-
si mi of a leuacy left to his wife, is expect]
cd Imek every day. the steamer in which
ho le:t Hotterdam being due.
\Vekk before h^t we heralded the ad-
vent of the Evening Art/us of Grand Rap-
ids, and this week we arc called upon to
write its death notice. We will omit the
obituary. Peace to its ashes.
W e are requested to inform the public
an I to invite them to the Public School
examination, which will commence on
Tuesday morning and continue until Fri-
day alteriionn, after which a vacation of
two weeks will follow.
At Pet-sinks you can find all the holiday
novelties imaginable in the candy lino.
The Holland City Dancing Club had
another good time on Tuesday night
last.
Mr. Edwin Booth, it is said, has just
paid $142,500 for a block of buildings in
Chicago.
Jefferson Davis has arrived at home
in New Orleans much improved by his
trip to Europe.
\ John Morrissey has declared off all
/lools sold in his house on the direct result
of the presidential election.
The 400th anniversary of the introduce
tion of printini into England is to be cele-
brated in Louden next June.
'fine wheat fields of Colusa county, Cal-
ifornia, are coveted by millions of wild
geese, and gieal damace is being done.
Beech icr says: Where you find three
Why, « ne twellth of tne primitive apostles
were thieves!”
On the first day ol the coming January
the dem icratic party of North Carolina
goes into complete power, except a porth.u
of the judiciary.
William Wheelmi, oi Skowhe^an, Me ,
who went into the Black Hills poor and
discouraged last spriog, lias returned w ith
$100,000 in his pockets.
In Watertown, Carver county, Minn.,
good maple wood has been offered at $1
per cord.
--- . ------
A colony of Russians have bought $20,-
COO worth of farming land in Jefferson
county, Nebraska,
Mcnkok <fc Boyce of Spring Lake,
Mich., are making extensive repairs and
improvements In their mill. mmw - —
During the month of November fhe Sun
Francisco mint coined 2,002,000 pieces, of
an aggregate value of $J.0:{7,000,
Five mi'lion bushels of corn was grown
in Page county, Iowa, this year, worth to
producers, at presei.l prices, about $1,250,-
000.
Babcock Brothers of Lnnont, Mich.,
have bought 500,000 feet of w hite oak and
pine timber of S. L. Lowing, and they will
get it out this w inter.
To obtain the necessary sinews of war
tin* Rus-inii Government has issued notices
that Imm and after tin* 1st of January
next the import duties must be paid in
gold.
-4*1
Ills name is Charles Sanford this time,
and the sa*v (bat lie tboui'lit was not iun-
iiinirwas in Hoyden & Akeley's mill at
Grand I la vim, Mich.; three or four lingers
on the retired list convinced him that the
saw was busy, as usual.
Thk.ke are 800 paper-mills in the coun-
try, v.i ueil at $40, 000, 000 of capital in-
The larizebeil in the Cologne Calliedral, v<->ted, witb a total production of $70,000. •
iR E M O V A L I
THE STAR HAT STORE,
GRAND RAPIDS,
Ts no more at the corner of Canal and Lyon
streets, but is permanently located in
the newly fitted up store at
22 IMIOIsTIROE STREET
_ Nest door to SEARS BAKERY.34-3111
DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.
E-EAE THUS. HEAE ALL.
Wiiut is Wealth, or Fame, or Life— Without Health!!
Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute
— FOR THE CURE OF ---








And he has also another entrance at
nf + STTr-a C?+ between the Library and
wl Www3iW^*Sw.? Union Ticket Ofllee.
pintle out ol Captured French caiinoii, i- a
failure. The tme is very unpleasant It
will not be us-d, an 1 is name-1 "•.iiini
Bell.”
001) I best- mills give employment nomi
inlly to 2t).(M)i) people, whose earnings are
footed -iip a; $l().0(MI,00i) annually.
* List of letters rein lining in the Office m
Hi Hand, Midi., Dec. 14, 1870: Wi hum
Jones, C. II. May, Rosa Names, Gotldph
Shank.
Wm. V-kkukek, P. M.
On Tuesday last we had a very line fore-
taste of sleighing, quite a number of line
cutters and good trotters made iheir ap-
pearance, and a large ntiniber of fanners’
teams. Eighth street had a gay appear-
ance.
I iikuk is a curious artesian well at
( hen-vine, Indiana. L i< 200 feet deep.
I In* wa'er is a mild calharilc, cleanses
thor-.iijhly, soltens the skin, is cold and
veil clear. When slirred in any vessel it
he <-• mi s white ns milk. A gas also es-
eai't s witli the water, which, when co]-
leel -d. Imiiii*; with a bright flame of two
di-tim i co.ors one of them a twirling blue
bl. the other small tongues of yellow.
Quite a number of application* have
been made to the Common Council for the
appointment of City Marshal, in the place
("t)f Joos Verplnnke, resigned. The office
of City Marshal seems to become very de-
sirable all at once.
Wanted— an efficient City Marshal, as
a proper successor to the slnri iU'emet.
Candidates will please send in sealed ap
plications. Qualification-.; sobrieiy, cour-
age good judgment and not-stick your-
i -ise iuto-everybodys bu-iuess-ness.
so >
I I V.
Mr. William Van Puttkn, our enter-
prising druggist on River street, has en-
gaged the services of Johannes Luhnch,^ _______
an old and accomplished drug clerk, iiA It is in this season of the year, when,
O’Lkyuy, the great American pnleswian
I. is made another conquest in Manchester,
England, in a 300 mile walk. Ilisopp-.n.
ent, Peter Crosslaiid, of Sheffield, England,
was so badly used up that his phy-ici ms
had to interfere and lake him off the track,
leaving O’Leary an easy winner.
\ 'T. Louis dispatch of the Utli inst.
‘ G' licral WinfieldS. Hancock ar-
in this ciiy on a late train. He was
met .y sever d pidiiiiiicntdeniocratsaiulold
fiie U, -md slated that he had been order-
• • San Francisco, and that Phil. Sheri
" mid take ids place in New York.
• i "pression prevailed from the con-
'ton that the object of the transfer
» gel Hancock out of the way on ac-
p ditical consideration.”
Separate n»oin« f r rtifferei.t piillenfii. ('all entlv,
I’m entr arrivli.R in iho eity shnulit come at once to
see ihe Doelor before alleiidlng to oilier hnsinehH.
Oflle.e hoars. 9 a. in. to 4 p m. Simday 10 io 2.
DR. AIKIK
la pre-eminently Micccm-fnl In cui-tng cases In his
Great S ecinl ies, and has ninny Mvingwiinestes who
owe life aim heallli to him. after having given up all
hope "f relief. His remedies art* most infallible,
with man-dons efll--ncy relieving *v mptorns mat r<-
moving the cause of disease, resioHng the vital or-
gans to their natural functions, purlfdng and invig-




who Cares. fromPaln. Weakness. Whiles, Ulcernllon, Sup-
It Is false economy to suffer from any annoying presshm or o' her diseases, amt ni ' out a miser-
disease or symptom, which, from his ability and ah e life, when In a lilil care ton cat. fate the en-
suceess in o many similar cases, you have every ' joy men I of perlecl heallli. iyACab oi send sinmn
reason to believe Ihe Doctor can cure. Heallli is for elreutnr and lm|iortaiii bTorniiiilon.
cheaper than suffering and funerals. Do not he | Ur stlrplciil-ltire- few. I.ea thy children, or none.
EPILEPSY.
* iimiii .-imn M”fiim imii'niip*. n uni or
misled or Influenced hy thecnvlous. Jealous nr pre- 1
jndiccd. hut acting on youro«n best judgment, call
to fullv investigate anti satisiy yourself. No use
to denounce a man who takes hopeless cases Imm
a
Kits, Chorea. Palsy, and n'l Nrrvoiis Affection** are
cifed where oilier tncan-i rail, hy improved nmo-
tlies.
I) KFOt; M I T IKS.
* .... ........  ~ s. 1 1 1 > | i \ r-r-vnrv n
t he hands of good physicians, and by his superior ,
skill and mprovi-d remedies restores them at once 1
to health and life’s enjo ment.
" TOO LA TK! 1>1E!) THROUGH NEOLKVT!" i Snnr1e«l Diseases. Cancers, i uniors. Hare-Up,
In how many cases this can be said of friend* or ! T"0'’ et' 1 r ,m (ll,‘(l h> 1,10 “l”
relalives victims of Consumption or ntlu r lusidu- 1 1 " ’
oils disease, and how sad the reflection dial Hie








Iho Netherlands, who is also expected
the Rotterdam steamer now due.
Now if you want to gel some fine holi-
day-goods cheap, just go and see S. Reid-
Benia. The boys ate of one opinion, and
think that no store in town offers such at-
tractions to them as the stork which Reid-
Hema offers. Go and examine his stock
bef ire the prettiest and cheapest ate picked
with sudden rains, snow and thaws, the
fashion of walking around on slipper-, is
laid aside, that the wisdom of the adoption
of our new style ol street crossings sticks
out prominently. We dare say our street
crossings can’t be beat for durability, use-
fulness and cleanliness, in any town in
this State.
out.
Releg Sprague, formerly for many years
representative and senator in congress
from Maine, and snbsequentily judge of
the United States district court of Mass-
achusetts now lives in Boston, and is to-
tally blind, lie is the last survivor of the
memorable senate of 1830, among whose
members were Webster, Cl ay, Calhoun,
Benbm, Whright, Hayes, Grundy, Marcy,
E ving, Clayton, Taawell.aud Tyler.
The state hoard of canvassers completed
their work on Friday of last week by a
canvass of the vote relative to the increax*
of salaries of circuit judges, which w >
thought to have been carried. The meas-
ure was defeated by 592 majority. This
Ni-w York Obnenxr is out with its
•ms for \\w fifty-fifth year. It is a
1" iperof the first class, and should
b<- ... . very family in me land. Those
w,, • i.i no) lake ii should send fora speci-
im- n-py at once, or, better yet, should
s.- tin- price for a year. Any person tie-
xi i m comprehensive weekly newspaper,
li • . with just the news that every family
" .n'-, and tree from claptrap or objcc-
!i n -ie matter of any kind, will hardly
d ' belier than to send $3.15 to 8. I. Riime
& .37 Park Row, New York, and re-
e iv ! u- Obmirer post paid.
(i K N T L E M E N !
» MIDDLE - im m DID HEUMost fumilic* haveono or more wiih lir« cmblt- . iWWI,,, n|UVUU UVMH
can in* rotored to hortith by thoBkillfal Su.'cluliHt ' ',iW ' ,H-, "l D. fit. wlnmver
^KHiaiitihcd I, ere In extensive praede.- -ii.ee ' Z Lxv be vm,' - «• Vi ' , ' °r {aW*
\m> at (Hi. Louis in ’M, San Kraneluco during •7:1) , 1 0 , ' ' 1 'i om e- r
enjoying a vide and merited reputation a* a most w 1 •' ̂  1 ' f1". ̂  c,ll‘! r,,r
suece.*sfnl I’liysieiar. and having llioiongh <|Ualifl- ; N li',“"‘ P"
..... i.i.. -_j .. i*  mill), iinpoteuc' , on-. N.iipinei.i n indi-c' lillon.cadons. Insighi und npteess for die healing art.
with all die best menn* and appllaures-lnstru-
0 the Profcments and remedies -known to recHon, a
cjnsiant sureesrsion of emeu still attends Dr.
Atkin's practice, nnd consequently die number of
his patient# is ever on the increase.
DR. A I KIN.
Friendly advice and retlnble ui.t. Ii weij Known
dial Dr. A. ulwa\ s effecis a me. Ills Ireainieul
b eludes ALL— you iieejt ne ' el' . ok elsewhere.
Those about to marry should in" fat; toeonsulthfni.
^119? qniekest, mlhl .vnicdUs Io| i.ll private ills





eele. etc., rudleally cured. N. 1
Ttti: WKLLKNOWN SPECIALIST, NOW PER- ' lV*rs , mm'ptiy ̂tppf'o d'1'" 1,1 *
MANhMIA lAJCATKD IN URANi) | M'htle many Innoeeiit v nim uff r ll." lenlhlc
RAI IDS, .MICH. 1 effeels of ceital dl-eases lo-i.1* < P it oi badlv Ircnt
HIS IMPROVED REMEDIES AM) TREATMENT " ,».v physicians in gelieinl u . -hoi Id in t lie in
HAVE MADE HIM CKLKIiKATKD FOR | •‘tructpil with llie-e Chs< s' it is i .ght and proper trt
His EXTRaordinarv urm.-yn use plain lerins dial die iudisr i. .u nr uuio.luinlQ
\LL CLASSFS OF PA TIF\ TS TUF 4 TFD where to get l.i lji, i.., nn off»-|,|ie cull be
hu::dee23 attest tee obeat irp^CACY or sis i itfrirr and (>< od JWatmentTa*Aa»u«*ji* Youths and men v Ini have
had treatment and imm in!
sad eouscqlletices or l. uT 'e
BIATUMT.
B Maxima *#d Siaar^Mgroamo, Lvjra
ormaa vmao/fic Dig-
nagmg Cvaa», *.yd Dmqmmjp flow#
^pjfgnrvriQjrg Vimt vr
m»D Rat#Ttaoa*THD.
HIH PATIENTD OAIN 10 TO 40 LBH. IN WEIOIIT.
•I , ‘ ! Serious, Complicated Diseases, that for
a i 'Ris despatch ol Dee. 12th says that Many years Resist the Treatment of
lb.- pdiiical situation is one of great teir I numerous Physieians, are speedily
si"U. It is believed tliut I’resident Mac L ured hy Dr. Aikin.
.. ......... . ll"!i<l1''* of|0'i"u Ihe Right Doctor at Last.
nf llle lt,rt. 1"'11 'I"- ! A .ufforcr fur Kar, Iron, ,li,,a.o a.,<l l,„d tre„t
judges will now resign, the present salary
being very small, and insufficient to main-
tain the ermine in a proper maimer.
In a special telegram to the Chicago
Tiom we find the announcement of the
death of Hon. A. II. Giddings, which took
place in the city of Philadelphia Sunday
evening. For many years he was judge
of the district composed of Newaygo,
Muskegon, Mecosta and Oceania counties.
Ik* emigrated to this State from Great Bar-
rington, Mass. The cause of his death is
not known. lie was very popular, and
leaves many friends.
is a fact that both parties greatly dcplo.v, I 1 m."a ‘ ,t e'1’ an,, ,hc * e for year* f om di#e * nd had a -, .. , . . I'frmiiij.iii of ii cahint-l from the right is re- ni(,nt. write#: ‘-Dr. Aikin. I thank you from the
as probably many o( our best nreud 1 . , . , , , : bottom of my heart for making me a# well m. I am.”
iudees will now resi-M, the nrosom «.,bn-v I ^r!ll''l,‘,1 l'r,’l'»l,*t‘ And a London des j •, j' Aikin, you areiiaht
p itch ol i lie same dale hhv**- "A des- ' . # bc n f"ll«»wingvour tlirec-y ' , lion*, after your uiedicine* ha-l cured me, have
piiHi from Paris announces that the min ' KUl't perfectly well. I tell overyhody of your great i . », o- , ^acce#a and improved treatment.”
istt.iial CMS is ended. M. •Simon has Another one xav#: “Have never felt xo well in
been appointed president of the counci “^;l'eu un<ll,r >uur ̂  nn<l Hnce your
and minister of the interior, and M. Mar A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
tel minister ol justices. M. M. Dufaure
and Marrero retire. The other ministers
remain ns at present.
Our markets are active. Winter Wheat
is quoted at $1,20 pr. bn., and flour at
'$6,75 pr. brl.; feed, $22,00 pr. ton; feed
pr. 100 tt>., $1.25; Buckwheat 90c. pr. bu;
Barley pr. 100 lb , $1,25; Fine Corn Meal
$>r. 100 lb , $1,75; coarse, do., $1,36; Po-
tatoes, 60c. pr. bu.; Butter, 16c. pr. lb.;
Eggs, 20c. pr. doz. ; Beans, $1,20 pr. bu.;
Pork is steady at $5,00@5.50 pr. 100 lb.;
Beef, $4,00@.),00 pr. 100 lb.; Chickens, 7
(§3c. pr. lb.; Turkeys, 8c. pr. lb.; Wood
is steady $1,50 for Maple, stovewood,
and $1,25 for Beach,
The special correspondent of the Lon
don Tiiim writes on the loth inst. that the
“ King Gun” of 100 tons is an immense
success. One round especially, with 374
pounds of powder, developed unparalleled
range and penetrative power. ‘‘There
can be no doubt,” writes the officer, ‘‘that
for the lime the attack has far outdone the
defence, nor can we see much prospect of
a reversal of the conditions.” The Italian
Government is now building two iron-
clads that will have a yard thick armor on
the. water line, and register 14,000 tons
each, with 28 b dlers on a novel plan.
A lady write# to Dr. Atkin: “lam ho soon iirid
eudly well by your treatment that my faith In
you I* unbounded and hIiuII recommend von to all
ni' triend* nn a moM re. table physician,”
‘ Must have help, or die, or go iii*uue, I condu-
:h d." writes a man of -JH, in poor health for years,
who. Itf-era -hort treatment by Dr Atkin, furtln r
states: “Your rein edict are having a rem»rk«!de
olivet. I can sleep belter, nm gainimr flesh, and
A large part of the business portion of
the city of Gland Rapids stands upon
1 deuce to convince the most skeptical and Incre-
dulous that his method of treatment is peculiar!
At list our friend, Alderman Sipp, is
sb.wly improving under th(T advice and, _ .......... t ....... ....... ....... ..
care ol that aide corps of surgeons anti i lny,]!olljM/ii',J,,ilprov.inK *'! tt,‘ rt’,‘(M,c,,‘. . . . XT \ ¥ I , I)IJ AIKIN has given the public sufficient
physicltyis of the National Surgical Instl- — ---------
tute, at Indianapolis. Mr. Sipp showed
us a letter, wrilleh to him from the Insti-
tute. saying: “three or more of our Sur-
geons will visit Grand Rapids, Mich., pro-
fessionally, and will lie at Sweet’s Hotel
December the 18th and 19th, 1876, where
they will he pleased to meet you and learn,
c; ved Irmii others
t iv.ee .resulting in
, , ,  . . , aMsi, wilt lind a
true f- tend in ’r. Alktn. whox (. unsel aiui rt mo-
die* die) cnii rely upon t..r d.. . mmal ufwflL»ical
well-being.
ST ST-STU I T a RING !
Stammering, mid Imp.- iim-i o i. -pe-ch that dolly
and hourly vex an mor ify. i.i.d makeo «• u luugii.
ing stock throuuh llle. p. ui. r tl. nired hv n
xciendflr, radonul and pian.ta .. it hod.
Ntck He.dnche. and Ague, ni'.dhv one d.
Antldot.s lor Opium. Tumiec. u t. b qii-r Dab \r,
I rnsses. Supporters, I'rovenrlv. h SMli g, ,. etc.
supplied.
. G0NFIDKN TIAL!
Every Patient (either sex) mav I eelv -lute nil
par Icttbirs of theb case to in. A. kin. • Idle- In per
son or by leper, reposing to Ins tnist uuv delicate,
personal, or family muttei. ai dci.i always rely up
on the sdlclesl conlldeuce and h< ci'iey.
{fr I>11. AIK IS uuuumt><* h U-r, nun lunt
Wml limU/ur It** uumty) i . u/l S/hchiI </«** than
cm f>e hud Utwltrfi.’ He is e. siiy ucec-Hilile iroin
all points.
TDK MONT DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
( 'on null at Ion Free. / n him /ilwnijt Uta -onu' If .
( ome pr.-pa't**l to arrange needful, thorough treat
nicii! tkUvtf action (/uuntn ud to All. Meulcnitm
evi-
what is known as the Campau plot, and is ! from a personal examination, the progress
f Ml I t 1 I • S 1 «k# ll m\ 1.1,1 I V/tll >«\(k/«4k  I I k < I a t I* 4 k 1 1 I* f « «k t k I 1 St k k !
In a Washington dispatch to the N. Y.
flun, «»f Dec. 5, we find the following: The
almost universal opinion here among Re
publicans as well ns Democrats, is that the
President’s message was in exceeding bad
lisle as well as punrile. The Republican
Congressmen do not like it because it has
an apologetic tone, and because it throws
ihe responsibility for bis many bud ap-
<>ointmenU upon them. One of them
4aid to-day when he heard that portion of
ihe message read, “Well, thank God, be
valued at millions i.f dollars. It was laid
out by Louis Campau 40 years ago, who
afterwards conveyed to Touissant Campau.
The lutler and his wife rcconveyed the pro-
perty to Louis Campau, and now Touis-
sant’s widow, who was but 17 years of age
when she signed the last deed, comes for-
ward with a claim for a dower interest in
Ihe property, bussed upon the ground tliut
the last conveyance to Louis Campau, was
when she was under lawful age to execute
such nn instrument. This claim has crea-
ted quite an excitement among said pro-
perty bidders, and have organized for their
defense. It is rumored that our great law-
yer, G. N. N. Lothrop.of Detroit, considers
ihe woman’s claim good.
All owing the lale firm of J. M. Reidse-
ma & Son are hereby requested to come
and settle at once with me and save coats,
41 -6 w
you have made under our Iteatmeul, and
will cheerfully give you a»l necessary ad-
vice and instruclions. We feel a great in
lercst in all those who have been treated
by us, and we are satisfied that a personal
interview with our surgeons will he of
great advantage to you. We shall also he
glad to meet those of your friends and
acquaintances who may bo in need of
treatment, and our surgeons will be fully
prepared to place under treatment all cases
coming within the scope of our specialty.
Consultation and examination free.” This
Institute needs no word of recommenda-
tion from our feeble pen. It is enough to
1 suy that the Institute is a national blessing,
and that our suffering alderman is a living
witness of thoir skill.
(luiou*di l In  r ly
succeMfnl in every dupartimsnt of id* Great Specf-
nld^s, especially sueh cases a* have delled the
skill of other and justly ceK-brnt'd physicians:
nenre NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR diat'ls afflict-
ed with seemingly incurable disease, hut cherish
a hone of being relieved of suflerinc. if not eullroly
cured, hy IiIh succesful mode of treatment.
Piniixfiet. PyduiitH visited, in cuy, or any die-
lance, in serum* cases
Nu Excu e for You.
From (he wrong idea dun he churircs too much,
man.v whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, cnndnne
to suffer or docior carol, ssly. misting Hue Ln lnu
worinlesH role/R nw/ed/<M and try I > u recipes, uuu
in (hi* way expend more ti.un suftleient lo haw
need and kept them well. 1 be fact Is. l.y Havlmr
,lni« ''His, Iohs of time, etc., ho cures for leas than
other*.
BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!
All f)l*cases and Affections of the Eye and Ear
succcHsfidly treat d by mild remedies. Cress
Eyes Straightened. Anlflciul Eyes iiiMji ted that
look natural. Ndpaln.
CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Throat and Long
Complaints (which In this country, are the great”
c*f enemies to Health and Life) when chautze of
climate and all else falls, are cured hy Dr. Aikin’*
Improved Inhaler und Coi.stliudoual Restorative
Treatment.
Lingering or Chronic IHucuHea,
Scrofula, RhcumatiMii. Dyspepsia, Piles, Gollrc,
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation, Tape-Worm. Liver
Diseases, etc., ol whatever name or nature, care-
fully diagnosed and skillfully treated.
LADIES!
The Married or Single desiring aid or advice in
any delicate matter relating to health (and beauty)
prevention, and cure ofduxuaxu, confidently con-
sult the Doctor with the assurance of safe Quick
cure In all cases, as he Is doubtless iho most aklH-
ful ladles’ physician In the world. Ho not suffer
Like ib too Short to he Mihhuadli .
f4rin OU have any serious, obstinate d sense
or annoy ing svmptome, no matter how dlsroii agcd
or ho*- disappointed, slop useless doctoring and
d' sing and apply lo ihe Uociur. Suff. rora forycara
or a lifetime he carta In a few weeks.
CURED A1 HOME.
Persons at h distance may he cured at home by
addressing a letter to Dr. Aikm. stating case. *. mp-
toms length of time ihe ulsca-e bus condnunj*
and have medicines promptly forwimleri, free from
damage and curloeity to any part of the country,
wl'h full and plain directioiiafuruse, by cucloaing
51‘J in registered letter, P. O. order, or Kxprcst.
Cah, or address Puny N. J. Aikin, M. D.,
57 Monroe SL.GraidSaDiMicl.
UXEKB1B: DK. AIKIN is the only qnallfled,
experienced, rtliaMi Specialist here; Heats hi*
paUenra honorably; givea the clmiccat remedies:
is a regular graduate in medicine; unlversall/
owned ihe mo-t snccessfnl. and la Hie right one ru
employ in all cases. Envious doctors try to In-
jure hltn—tho** In general practice attempt ever/
case they can gel, though unable to well treat
special dlseaars-whlle never denouncing othirk!.
D.’a, but sending them faml y patients. carcluL
courteous, sober. Independent. Dr. Aikin c.evotus
hlniself wholly to his Specialities with trinn phai ft'
success. All the afflicted wt.o come to him vrUI
find the aid they seek,
tJTKcad this Column and 1 and to a Friend e*
Invalid.
| SankPJ Hy,nn
tlroi upon U1 I L. r. KANTER8.
Onll at L. T. Kunlers for holdny goods,
m Rtrrnairu a — luc,, ** A,bum#' T"y*> wlnc 8e,u’. T»ilel
d. KbIDoEMA. j Sella, and many more nrllclex too n timer
^ , .. ' “u* lo mentioa. Price# from 1 cent to
' $10 00. Be sure and come thia week, be-
fore the btal is'picked out
L T. KAXTEBS.
BOOKBINDlINGr! ! Tke <iut»ir,n h». iH^rfurTW us,,
what will you do Wfih deadanimala. The
» •* wi *t made arrange- 1 s Tannery, will hold himaelf inrtad-
: ‘""“'l0 *11 de.d >nimal, ,t fcu
of tool, and Stock and will f^abSS® wirt
Mt,a^,8.pt.5,^ACLOKTI!OH-
tf Bkkhahd Wick.
Holi and, A up. 28, 1876.
_ i
HOW JKKKY COUNTED Tl'KKEYS.
Twm the night befort CUristmM, whoa all through
the room,
From the floor to tho ceiling, were shadows and
gloom,
In a enug little house near to good Boston town,
Just close to where Maldon road winds its way
down.
Jerry’s wife was at work, waiting Jerry's return
From his trio to the town, whence the news she
could leant ;
For Jerry had gone, as his wont at scch limes,
To raffle for poultry and hazard his dimes.
Twas laie and ’twas cold— Jerrj’s wife was pro-
voked, ’
And all her forgiveness for sprees she revoked—
Excepting, indeed, had he happened to win
A fine lot of turkeys and brought them all in.
She had stuffed both the stockings, hung slyly with
care—
For Jerry’s two boys looked for Santa Claus there—
Which said boys, being twins, were all snug in their
Veds,
Both oown with 'he measles, with pains in their
heads.
There she sat in her gown, with a bowl in her lap,
And preparing the gruel for each sick litt'e chap,
By a very dim light-for the candles were froze,
And one’of them sputtering up to its nose.
’Twas a true Eastern winter, when ponds are all
still,
And Brighton road lonely and Malden road chill,
A poor draught up the chimney, the tire burning
blue,
Using plenty of coal and poor heat giving, too,
On this very cold night, when the winds were at
war
And snow-flakes were drifting from dull clouds
afar.
She had just then concluded to hazard a nap,
And was just croes enough to give some one a rap,
When a rap at the door, and a foot-stamping
clatter,
Called her down to the gate to see what was the
matter.
Away from the kitchefl she flew like a flash.
With the gruel put by with an ill-natured dash,
When what to her half-sleepy eyes should appear,
But a man on the step, with a stutter and leer.
She shielded her lamp from the soft flakes of snow,
And. casting her eyes on the object below,
Found a smart little man, without satchel or trunk,
Whom she recognized soon as her Jerry— home
drunk.
Ho was covered with snow from his head to his
foot.
And his pants were tucked clumsily into each boot,
And the briar-wood pipe that he held in kls teeth
Waa turned upside down, with the aebea beneath.
A bine-looking bird on his shoulder was hrng,
While a bundle of evergreens next it was slung ;
For Jerr;- thomrn “ full," was decidedly merry,
With his face like a full moon, his nose like a
berry.
His queer little mouth was drawn up like a bow.
As her Jerry proceeded his trophies to show.
And the boy took the horse, which stood still at the
door,
A* often the sleepy lad had done before,
“My darling, '' said Jerry, “yon see. I’ve come
home—
You wanted a Christmas, and I ve brought you
some—
I’d jolly good luck, and like all loving men,
Instead of one turkey, my dear, I’ve brought ten."
“ Ten turkeys, you brute-ten drinks you must
mean—
You’ve only won one, as is plain to be seen ;
You're drunk as a fool— you’re as full as a tick,
Leaving me all alone, with both the boys sick."
Now Jerry was jolly, but dreading a squall,
Stopped to argue the point with his wife in the hall:
“ My love," stuttered he, “ you are such a good
nurse,
That, If / had the measles. I’d never grow worse,
When you made the gruel, and watched me by
night,
Bo I knew that the darlings up-stairs were all right
You've so often told me of a Christian’s true mis-
sion
To do things in chirity, and learn true submission
That I know you are right— I am drunk— that’s no
fun;
But I've turkeys enough to give all the folks one.
There’s old Mrs. Jones, and there’s little Nan
Brown—
Just make them both happy by sending one down.
You can hang up the rest ; so forgive me, my dear,
When you see all the turkey’s I’ve brought you this
year."
The good woman gave In— brushed the snow from
his coat.
And loosened the Tierchlef that circled his throat.
As for Jerry, not rife to be caught unawares.
He langhed to blinadf, and then staggered up-
stairs—
Gave a look at the boys, and then tumbled In bed,
With his boots on his feet and bis cap on his head.
Mr». Jerry then searched in the sleigh, all about —
But nothing like turkeys or ducks she found out.
And her bosom with virtuous anger then throbbed,
When she saw that her good-natured man bad been
robbed.
Up-stairs In a twinkling her nimble feet flew,
And her look, like the (me bird, was verging on blue.
“Jerry, Jerry, wake up-you've been robbed on
the way!
There's not even a tail-feather left in the sleigh!
Where can you have stopped, and with whom have
you been ?
You're the drunkest and stupidest fool to be seer !"
Jerry's look was a study— with air most perplexed—
Which angered his wife, who was fearfully
“ vexed."
He sat up in the bed, and with stutter and wink,
Seemed to settle his brain to composedly think.
“My dear, don’t you scold, and I’ll proveto you
now,
Where the turkeys have gone, and I'll just tell you
Aeir.''
"You loet tbfm, yon fool! You're a shame and asin— *
You’ve been drinking all day, down at Harry
Smith’s Inn."
“ No, Mary, my darling, I fell down In the snow,
While waiting for Thomas— ho drove very slow.
My desr, when I fell, the turkey fell, too,
So I picked myself up, and kept staggering thro’.
I fell down just nine times, and each time 1 was
down
I picked up a turkey-my dear don't you frown-
You see, Mary, love, that my count is right, then—
For the one that you have— and the others make
ten."
Twas no nse to quarrel. Mrs. Jerry was floored.
Jerry turned on his side, gave a grunt, and then
snored.
TH*: BELL SPKITE.
How the bells did ring ! One would
have supposed they had a fit or had
gone mad, if everybody hadn’t known
what they were making such a noise
about. First one, then the other, and
then all together; and not in one
church, but in all the churches, for it
was Christmas day morning. But when
the chimes began it was lovelier and
brighter and more merry than ever ; lit-
tle May Nelson thought so, as a sweet,
old-fashioned hymn came floating out
in the clear, still air from the belfry of
the church in the next street. She was
lying on a bed in such a poor, little
room. There were only two really bright
things in ii— tha sunshine on the floor,
and her own sweet, bright, little face.
“ I’m so glad the sun is shining, ’’she
said. “ I don’t feel half so lonely when
you’re gone if the sun shines, mother.”
Mrs. Nelson was putting on a bonnet
and shawl as May spoke, and she torned
round, showing a kind, pleasant face,
but one that looked tired and thin, and
said, os she went to the side of the bed
and leaned over to kiss her :
“I’m glad it shines, too, darling ; and
I wish I could make this a real shiny
Christmas for you all day long.”
“Why, so you have, mother,” said
May, putting two little, thin a^ms round
her neck. “It’s a lovely Christmas,
I’m sure ; so much jollier than it was
last year, ’cause I can sit up while
you’re gone. And then, I’ve got so
much this year — grapes and oranges and
two books. There’s just two things I
want, mother.”
“What, dear? Hurry, I’m late now
to do Mrs. Johnson’s hair, I’m afraid.”
“ Ton to stay heme all day ; an’ Rome-
thing live to stay home when yon
can’t.”
“ What would become of all the heads
if I should stay home? And where
would the bread and butter oome from ?
Bat perhaps I can get a kitten for you
somewhere.”
“ Oh ! splendid !” And May almost
jumped. But she didn’t, because she
couldn’t—she had some trouble with the
spine. So her mother kissed her, and
went out to her long day’s work of hair-
dressing at ever so many houses, and
May was all alone. She lay quite still
for a little while, listening to the bells
that were still chiming. And, when they
stopped, she thought how nice it waa to
have two new books, and such a nice,
warm room to be in; and not to be like
some poor little newsboys she had been
reading aboul, who had to sleep in areas
or any old box they could find. Pres-
ently, a voice right in her ear said:
“Isn’t it jolly, though?” She turned
her head, and there, sitting on her pil-
low, was the oddest little man, just
about as long as my hand, dressed in a
suit of gray, with slashed sleeves, whore
blue showed through, and a little gold-
colored cap on his head. There he sat,
as quiet as could be, and with such a
merry, kiiffl face— son of old, and yet it
wasn’t, either.
“ How do you do?” he said, as May
looked round.
“ Who in the world are you ?” sho
said. “You can’t be Santa Claus. Yon
ain’t big enough.”
“Not a bit of it,” laughed the elf.
“I’m the Bell Sprite. I come, I go
here, there, everywhere. Nobody sees
me or hears me; they only feel me. I
get into people’s hearts, whether they
will or no. Sometimes it’s hard dig-
ging; but I do get in, if I keep at it long
enough. But I love the hearts best that
are wide open for me, like yours—
pleasant kind of hearts that see things
right. Dear ! dear ! I’ve had a dreadful
time in the next street digging into
some children’s hearts who squabbled
in a shocking way over their presents.
I declare I’m tired out!” And he put
on a comical look of despair.
“ Why, how do you get round ?” said
May.
“ I go anywhere where the sound of
any bell goes; no matter where. Oh !
I’ve seen lots of things in my time.”
“ Oh ! do tell me about ’em.”
“ Ho ! ho !” laughed the elf. “ Why,
I never could get through. I’ve lived
always — long before there were any bells.
But stay 1” and he put his finger to his
forehead, and then nodded his head in a
knowing way. “I’ll tell vou one story-
one I’m fond of myself.
“ Ok ! do,” said May, settling herself
in bed.
“ Let me see,” said the Bell Sprite,
“ this is what they call Centennial year.
What a fuss the people do make about
it, to be sure ! A century ! Why, it’s
nothing. I’ll go further back than that
for you, and tell you of a Christmas day,
more than 200 years ago. It was down
near the sea, in what is now Maine. But
the only name the place that I’m going
to tell you about had then was ‘ The
Garrison House.’ * There ruled at that
time in England the Puritan, Oliver
Cromwell, who thought he was doing
the very best thing for his country when
he cut off the head of the King, Charles
L; and then he exiled a great many
friends of the dead King, who were
called cavaliers. One colony landed at
Boston. But there were so many Puri-
tans there that they were afraid to stay
there; and so they went farther east-
ward along the coast to the Spanish
colony. And there they were afraid to
keep them, because they did not dare to
displease Cromwell ; so the poor people
had to go still further into the wilder-
ness.
“Fortunately, it was spring, and
growing warmer every day, and at last
they made a stop at the top of a high
hill, and decided to build a house.
These men were not used to working
and cutting down trees, and their wives
did not know how to cook their food at
first, and, in the leamirg, they wasted a
great deal of precious food, because it
often wasn't fit to eat and had to be
thrown away. So the supplies began to
get low before the house was finished.
They cut down the largest trees they
could find, and squared them off, and
tlien laid them one upon another, with
joints into each other at the corners.
That we call dove-tailing. And they
built the upper story of the house to
project over the lower part. In the floor
they made holes to put the barrels of
muskets through, so they could shoot
Indians or wild animals, if they came
close to the house. For the country
was full of Indians then, and they hated
ihe white people, who came and took
their land, and never asked them wheth-
er they were willing or not. And so
they burned the houses and killed the
white men and their wives and little
children whenever they found the chance
to do so. And when the house was
built, the men drove treqs into the
ground closely together around it, to
make a stockade. And by that lime
winter had come, and the different fam-
ilies, who had been living in little huts
made of birch-bark during the warm
weather, were all very glad to go into it
to live, and to have a real roof over their
heads once more.
“ There were only two children in the
house — Eleanor and Roland Plaisted.
They were 8 and 10 years old. Roland
was the eldest, and took great care of
his little sister. In the summer they
hadn’t minded mnch being in a strange,
wild country ; for they had played in
the forest, all day long, when the men
had been catting the trees, or they had
made ships of sheets of biroh-bark, and
put ou acorns for passengers, and sent
them sailing down the little river.
Sometimes they kept right side up till
they were out of sight, and sometimes
they tipped over right away. But it
was all great fun until winter came ; and
then, when they were shut up in the
little rooms, they didn’t like it> at all.
The rooms were so low that their father
ccu'.d only just "tand up in them, red
then his head nearly touched the ceiling;
and when he went through the door-
ways he had to bend way, way down, for
fear of hitting his head. The children
longed for the great hall at Plaisted
Grange, that had been snch a fine place
to play in ; and for the fire-place, with a
settle on each side, where they had sat
on winter evenings with old Ralph, the
gamekeeper. They had a fire, of course,
because there was such a lot of wood to
burn ; but the fireplace was a little one,
and the rooms were very small and very
full of people. And there was no hall
at all ; for the space at the head
and foot of the stairs was not nearly
so large as the landing by the
window on the staircase at home. They
were pinched and cold, too, for their
clothes had not been made to wear in
such a cold climate, and, besides, they
were nearly worn out. Roland’s line
black -velvet suit was torn and dirty, and
nearly all the nap was worn off the vel-
vet ; and Eleanor’s pretty, quilted satin
petticoat was frayed and tom, too, and
her bodice was sadly soiled, which dis-
tressed her very much, for she was a
neat little girl Their shoes had been
gone long before, and their hair was not
kept in the beautiful, long curls that it
had been in England. It was matted
and tangled— Roland’s as well as his sis-
ter’s ; and his mamma would not cut it
off, because she said he would look like
a 4 Roundhead ’ then. So it came to be
the day before Christmas ; and it was
very, very cold and gloomy, and the
snow lay very deep about the house.
The women were all busy with the loom
m one of the chambers, trying to weave
some cloth, to make some clothes for
themselves and for their husbands and
children. The men sat huddled gloomi-
ly over the fire, and talked in a dreary
way of their sad condition ; for their
stock of food was almost gone, and the
snow was so deep that they were afraid
to try to get to the Spanish colony for
help. And they were afraid of the In-
dians besides. As they talked, one of
the men said :
“ ‘This is the day before Christmas.
I had well-nigh forgotten it.’
“ 4 Ay, so had we all, Squire,’ said an-
other. And then, as he took Eleanor on
his knee, ho said : 4 There can be no
holidays, this year— no maskers and no
yule log, not even a Christmas carol
from the waits, my little lassie. There
is no Christmas here.’
“ 4 J know that,’ said Eleanor. 4 But
mamma told me we could keep Christ-
mas in our hearts; for Jesus was born
to help everybody to be good, even in a
cold land like this, even if we could not
be merry.’
“‘Bless thy sweet heart!’ said the
man, ‘and thy mother, too; for,’ he
added, turning to the men, 4 sweet Mis-
tress Plaisted has a brave heart under
her bodice, and it ill becomes us to sit
crooning over the fire like old beldames
when her gentle hands hold the tough
flax for us, and she alone of us all re-
members the Christmas-tide in the spir-
it of it. Whw will come with me to try
for a shot at the birds we saw but now
flying just without the stockade ?’
44 So the children were left alone:
and they sat down by the hearth, made
of square, red tiles, and huddled as
close to the fire as they could. 4 What
makes everybody so cross, to-day, Roi-
ly ?’ said Eleanor, spreading her hands
over the fire. 4 Nobody is pleasant
now, as they used to be m the summer-
time in the wood.’
4 4 4 It isn’t cross, dear Nelly,’ said her
brother. 4 But don’t you know they are
all frightened, lest we would starve?
The grain is almost gone, and we have
no more to make bread.’
4 4 4 Gone ! Roily, there was so much
of it, too !’
“‘Yes, I know. But Clifford said
some strange animal must have bur
rowed up and carried it off; for there is
a hole in the ground in the cellar.’
44 4 Oh ! what shall we do ? It will be
dreadful to starve’— and Nelly began to
cry softly— 4 and to starve on Christmas
day, of all the days!’
4 4 4 Oh ! we shall not starve to-morrow,
only the meat is all gone. I heard them
whispering about it to-day ; and mamma
does not know that, and you must not
tell, Nelly.’
44 Eleanor looked into the fire for a
few minutes, and then said : ‘And can
we do nothing to help, brother ?’
“ 4 1 don’t know, I’m sure. I wish we
could cheer them up.’
44 4 Wo might eat only a very, very
little.’
“‘That would only make them all
sorry.’
44 4 Oh !’ said Roland, 1 it makes me
sorry, too, when I think of the good
times we had at home, two years ago,
and to think there will be no joy bells,
to-morrow. That makes mamma sad, I
know.’
“ And then Roland began to tell his
sister about the times they had at home,
for she had been so very little when they
had last kept the holidays that she
couldn’t remember anything about it,
for that had been two years before.
The last Christmas in England, they had
been hiding awav in the house of a Puri-
tan friend from tne soldiers. And Roland
told his sister how the bells rang in th?
morning, and the village children sang a
carol under the windows, and of how
mother had loved to hear it.
“Suddenly Eleanor jumped and
clapped her hands. 4 Why can’t we sing
a carol ont by the stairs in the morning ?’
“ 4 So we can, if you know one,’ said
Roland.
44 4 1 do know part of one, and you
can tell me the rest; and then we can
sing it, to-morrow morning, while it is
yet quite dark.’
41 4 1 never thought of that,’ said Nel-
ly, 4 Oh ! wait, though. I have some-
thing that will do. See 1’ . And she
opened a tiny, little cupboard and took
out a little triangle.
44 4 Why !’ said Roland. 4 Where did
it oome from } It’s the one I had from
the maskers, so long ago.’
«' • Mamma found it at tho bottom of
the old chest, yesterday; and I was go-
ing to give it to you, to-morrow.’
44 ‘It will do nicely,’ said Roland, and
he struck it. 4 Ting, tang, tong ’ rang
out; and the children smothered it in
Nelly’s petticoat for fear tho sound
should betray their secret. But I
heard it, and was there in a second. It
sounded like a bell; and wnen I got
there and found it a mistake I stayed,
because I knew they meant it for a bell!
Oh ! how blue and cold those dear chil-
dren were ! It makes me shiver when I
think of it.
44 ’Squiro Plaisted and Ids wife talked
along time, that night* and Roland
heard his father say that somebody must
have courage on the morrow to try to
reach the Spanish colony and get help
from them, or they should surely starve.
4 But,’ he said, 4 the men are all afraid
of getting lost in the forest and perish-
ing in tho snow, and I must go myself.
If we could but shoot some game, it
would be a blessing; for the meat we had
is spoiled, you know.’
“‘Yes,’ said his wife, 4 1 know it.
But do not despair. The morrow is
Christmas day, ami it may bring us good
cheer. ’
“Scarcely the faintest streak of dawn
waa in tho sky when the two children
crept out on to the landing in the stair-
case ; and presently all the people in
the house thought they were dreaming
of home and the Christmas carol. But
it wasn’t a dream, for tho little triangle,
under Roland’s vigorous strokes, pealed
away as hard as ever it could, and two
sweet little voices sang, in the darkness
and the cold in the solitary house in the
wilderness, the sweet old carol :
" ‘ God rest you merry gentlemen ;
Let nothing you dismay.
For Jesus Christ our Savior
Was boru upon this day,
To save us all from Satan's power
When wo were goue astray.
Oh! tidings of comfort and Joy,
For Jesus Christ our Savior
Was born ou Christmas day,’
“ Everybody in the house listened,
and tears stood in some eyes as the chil-
dren sang all the sweet verses that they
had heard often before at home. And
when they stopped, a voice down-stairs
cried : 4 A merry Christmas, brave little
ones. Nothing shall dismay us, and I,
for one, will start for the Spanish col-
ony as soon as it is light ! ’ 4 And I ! ’
4 And I ! ’ came from other rooms. And
so, helped by the little children, they
started off.
44 Three of the men stayed, and all the
women; and when they were gone those
that were left felt very sad, because it
was a hard journey through the snow
and the wild forest. In the middle of
the day the children were playing to-
gether in the room up-stairs, where the
muskets were kept in a rack; and pres-
ently Roland heard a strange rubbing
and sniffing at the side of the house un-
der them. He looked out of the window,
and saw that tho gate of the stockade
was open, and that there were tracks in
the snow that he knew very well. It
wasn’t Indians; but it was a big, black
bear. Roland knew if he could orly kill
that bear they would have meat for some
time ; and he determined to try to kill it
himself, because he was afraid if he ran
to call one of the men that the bear
would go away. He didn’t dare to fire
without telling Eleanor what it was, for
she waa in constant terror of Indians ;
so he whispered to her softly that he
was going to try to shoot a bear, and
then ne verv softly pulled a plug out of
one of the holes in the floor, and, look-
ing through, saw the bear just under-
neath. Very quickly and very softly he
took a gun from the rack, where they
always stood loaded, and put it carefully
into the hole; but, in spite of all bis
care, he made a little noise, and Master
Bruin looked up just as Roland pulled
the trigger. As it happened, nearly the
whole charge went into his eye, and
with one long, horrible howl, the bear
dropped dead, and the snow round him
was covered with blood.
“Such a fright as the garrison had !
The men drew their pistols and ran for
their guns, not knowing what had hap-
pened. The women ran to find the
children; and there stood Roland, as
proud as a king, with snch a color in his
pale cheeks as hadn’t been seen for many
a day. How they praised and petted
him I could never tell you, nor of how
they enjoyed their famous dinner of
bear steak; for one would have to be as
hungry as they were to know how they
did enjoy it, Best of all, that very
night, the men who had gone to the
other colony came back safe and sound,
with plenty of provisions for the cold
months before tnem. They had met
messengers coming to them on the way,
and so it was a right 4 merry Christmas,’
after all. Such a capital rug as that
bear-skin made for the children to lie
on by the fire, and it was always called
Roland’s bear.”
“There,” said the elf, folding his
arms and twinkling his bright little
eyes, “isn’t that a good story?”
44 Splendid,” said May. 44 How I wish
I could have given ’em some of these
oranges, too. I’ve got such a lot. But
what became of ’em ? Did they ever go
book to England?”
44 No, they never did. They grew to
love the old Garrison House and to feel
that it was home ; and by- and by others
were built, and there was a colony. And
both Eleanor and Roland grew up and
married and died, leaving ever so many
children and grandchildren. And, come
to think of it,” added the elf, thought-
fully, “it was two of Roland’s grand-
children who squabbled so this morn-
ing ; and you, Miss May, are very like,
your grandmother Eleanor, with ever so
many ‘greats’ before it”
“Was she my grandmother?” said May,
opening her eyes very wide.
44 Your very own. Way back, to be
sure ; but still yours,” said the elf.
44 And the old house, did it fall down
or burn down ?”
44 Not a bit of it There it stands to
this very day ; very old and decayed
outside, but with the logs almost as sound
and true m when they were laid more
than 200 years ago. And you may see it
for yourself if you ever go to York, in
Maine.”
“But I never shall,” said May. “I
can’t get up.”
“We’ll see,” said the elf. And lie
passed his hand to the back of her head,
and it felt cold on her neck. He mum-
bled something to himself, gave a funny
little sniff, and was gone, crying: “Good-
by, till next year.”
But as he stood for a minute, looking
in her face, hair began to grow on it,
and he grew bigger and bigger, and his
eyes grew bigger, too, and his mouth
disappeared, and his nose grew out to
be— that of tho most cunning Scotch
terrier that was ever born. May gazed
at him, rubbed her eyes, said, 44 Oh !
thank you, sir !” and opened them wide,
to see her mother standing beside her,
laughing.
“Oh ! how you jumped when he put
his cold nose on your neck. See what a
present you have to-day. John, the
stableman sent it to you.”
“Oh! dear doggie,” said May. “But
it was the Bell Sprite, mother. And
why are you home now ?”
44 Mrs. Johnson didn’t need me, after
all. So here we are, to eat our Christ-
mas dinner together.”
44 And a fairy came and told me a love-
ly story, mother,” said May.
“ Did it ! Tell it to me, after dinner.”
Now, that was a kind of mother worth
having. She never made fun of fairies.
It’s really astonishing how much some
people don’t know, and how they don’t
believe in fairies or elves. If they did
believe in them, the fairies would tell
them stories, too. And they never will
until they do.
A Novel Plan of Dealing with High-
waymen.
The Chicago Iribune of a recent date
says : 44 Quite a number of people have
been stopped recently in well-lighted
and well- traveled neighborhoods, and
compelled to give up what money and
valuables they had, at the solicitation of
two or three highwaymen, who pointed
pistols at them by way of suggestion.
This class of gentry are hard to catch,
since they never appear in the same vi-
cinity twice. A novel plan, however,
has been devised, which promises to lie
successful, although it may be attended
with the shedding of blood. It has been
called ‘trolling.’ Fifteen or twenty of
the best-looking patrolmen are to be
dressed like business men, and scattered
through the localities where people live
who are apt to be attacked for their
wealth. They will walk along quietly,
assume to be under the influence of
liquor if occasion requires it, and wait
to be called upon to stand and deliver.
They will deliver lead, not lucre, for the
orders say 4 Shoot if the highwaymen
present revolvers.’ To guard against
being overpowered, two officers will
travel together— not side by side, but
one will be a balf-block or a block be-
hind, with overshoes on, so that his foot-
steps cannot be heard. This scheme
will undoubtedly work well, and, as not
over half a dozen men are doing this
Claude Duval business, it cannot be
long before they are either in the County
Jail or in the Potter’s Field. Assistant
Superintendent Dixon, who is nutho of
this plan, is confident of its success, and
it is to be hoped that he will not be dis-
appointed. The only way to get rid of
the foot-pad, who is a meaner thief than
a burglar, is to shoot him on sight.
Public sentiment would justify the
officers who do it, and a gold-headed
cane would perhaps be presented the
officer who kills the first one.”
Traveled Far Enough.
A good story is told of a tramp who,
some months ago, hailed from the North,
and ahead of him came the report of
his unmitigated cheek in his manner of
bumming along the road. On arriving
at a station he would call up every
lounger |and fellow-passenger, and order
the drinks or cigars for all hands. After
the usual ceremony of mustache-wiping,
etc., he would wink at the barkeeper and
say, 44 That’s on me.” The astonished
cocktail-diluter would naturally inquire,
44 Who in the thunder are you ?” The
bummer would lay one hand on his re-
volver and make the rather heavy state-
ment, “My name is Poker Bill. I
have traveled all the way from Omaha
on this.” That waa the news the stage-
drivors imparted at a place not a great
way from Independence, and a few days
later along came the irrepressible indi- *
vidual from Omaha. The proprietor of
the station had been forewarned, but he
set up the refreshments, and the same
performance above described was en-
acted until 44 Poker Bill ” started to tell
how he had traveled all the way from
Omaha, when he suddenly found him-
self looking down the muzzle of a huge
Colt’s pistol in tho hands of the bar-
keeper, who quietly informed the bum-
mer that he had traveled far enough.
“Poker Bill ” did not even demur, but
paid his bill like a little man, remarking
something about the people being so
particular about trifles.— J/a^/o {Cal.)
Independent.
Mebchant’s Gargling Oil has become
one of the most popular liniments for
human flesh that is now prepared, while
for horses and cattle it nos no equal in
the world. We are assured by those
who have used it for the piles— one of
whom is a distinguished physician— that
among all the various pile remedies
none afforded such speedy relief as the
Gargling Oi\.— Louisville {Ky.) Daily
Democrat, June 4, 1856.
According to the Journal of Chemis-
try girls ought not to be allowed to study
out of school hours, s
That languid, helpless, sallow-oom-
plexioncd woman most use Dr. J. H. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial and Blood Parifier. It
is exactly what yon want to vitalize, purify, and
enrich your blood and give you back the bloom
of health again. Dr. J. H. McLean's office,
8U Chestnut, St. Look.
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THE NORTH POLE.
Enough of Arctic Exploration*.
[From the Chic»go Time*.]
The recent return of the steamers
Alert and Pisco very from a fruitless
mission to the frozen region about the
North pole seems to call to mind how
much treasure has been squandered, how
much suffering has been endured, and
how many liv6s have been lost in tno
vain attempt to penetrate an ocean which
nature closed by impassable barriers.
Scarcely had Columbus published his
account of the discovery of this conti-
nent before John Cabot set about find-
ing a way of reaching India by sailing
north of the newly found continent. His
first voyage in this direction was made
in 1497, and waa ittended by severe
hardships. During the following 200
years some 200 voyages were made by
different navigators to the same frozen
sea. Great Britain took the lead of the
commercial nations in undertaking to
find a northwest passage to the Pacific
ocean. A reward of £5,000 was offered
to the fortunate individual who would
sail from sea to sea. Some thirty expe-
ditions have been fitted out by Great
Britain alone for the purpose of discov-
ering a northwest passage. The same
nation sought to encourage exploration
by conferring titles and distinctions on
the men who hazarded their lives in the
perilous undertaking. Parry, Franklin,
Ross, Bock and Richardson were all
knighted for the sendees they were sup-
posed to render their country by the ex-
plorations they made in the1 regions
about which we know so little, but of
which we know quite enough, after all.
The expedition which attracted the
most attention was the one commanded
by Sir John Franklin. The two. vessels,
the Erebus and Terror, which convoyed
his party, left England May 24, 1845,
but never returned. The loss of the
brave men who constituted this party
seemed to stimulate rather than to dis-
courage the spirit of adventure. There
were now two things instead of ouc to
find— the lost party and the pass-
age they were to discover. Twenty-
ono expeditions in all sailed from
different countries for the pur-
pose of obtaining information in
regard to the fate of Sir John Frank-
lin. Great Britain offered rewards
amounting to 820,000 for his discovery,
and expended 85,000,000 in the various
expeditions sent out. A spirit of rivalry
sprang up among the different nations
to see which would penetrate the vast
frozen sea the greater distance. This
spirit was shared by the people of the
United States, as was shown by the ex-
peditions of Kane, Hayes, and others.
These expeditions resulted in little
else than in demonstrating that there is
no passage available for the purpose of
navigation, and in obtaining some evi-
dence that there exists an open sea about
the North pole. The expedition just re-
turned to England found the best proof
against the existence of such a sea. The
party which composed it found ice vary-
ing from 80 to 150 feet in thickness, and
so broken and rugged that a progress of
only a mile per day could be made over
it It is to be hoped that the day for
Arctic expeditions has passed. It is not
possible that any benefits to commerce
can result from them, and it is very hard
to see in what way science is to be ben-
efited by future Arctic voyages. Had
the money that has been spent in fruit-
less expeditions in the direction of the
North pole been employed in stimulating
discoveries in practical science, the world
might have been better and wiser there-
for. Half the people in this country
rely on soft coal for fuel, but we have
not found out how to burn it without
having the best portions of it pass into
the air in the shape of soot or uncon-
sumed gas. Botanists inform us that no
use has been found for thirty- nine-
fortieths of the plants now known to
them. We are in comparative ignorance
to day of the science of making steel,
and still our civilization largely depends
on its manufacture. With so many
Things to find out, any one of which
would be of immense value to the world,
we may as well remain awhile in igno-
rance of some matters pertaining to the
polar sea. __
(Jueen Victoria and the Emperor of Ger-
many.
I have heard, from a source which
I have reason to trust, that the rumor
that Queen Victoria had sent an
autograph letter to the Emperor of
Germany is true. The letter contained
an earnest and solemn appeal to the Em-
peror to use his power and influence to
save Europe from the calamity of war.
From the same source I have heard that
a very remarkable reply has been re-
ceived by Her Majesty, one not likely
to be laid before the English public. In
it she is reminded that a few years ago,
when Germany was attacked and had to
enter upon deadly strife, no such im-
pressive appeal for peace came from Her
Majesty, and that the war was then pro
longed by the continual supply of
strength to France from England— just
enough to prolong bloodshed after the
hope of successful resistance was passed.
However, the Emperor says— if my in-
formation be correct— he will noton that
account fail to do his utmost to preserve
the peace of Europe.— Conway, in tfu
Cincinnati Commercial
The Mason & Hamlin Organ Oo. have
sustained their well-earned reputation
as best makers of instruments in their
line, at the Centennial. Their organs
are the only ones at the exhibition de-
clared by the judges to belong to the
first rank, and this not merely because
of one or two qualities, but in “the
several requisites ” of such instruments,
which is equivalent to saying they were
unequaled by others in any important
quality. We congratulate the company
on having added to their Paris, Vienna
and Santiago medals this emphatically
highest award at Philadelphia. —Boston
Traveller.
At our request, Oragin & Co. , Philadel-
phia, Pa., have promised to send any of
our readers gratis (on receipt of 15 cents
to pay postage) a sample of Dobbin's
Electric soap. Try it Send at once.
A Cincinnati girl of 19, but only four
feet high, complains to the police that
children of lesser age and larger pro-
portions roll her in the mud and pull the
feathers out of her hat.
Seri bier’s Monthly*
AN UN RIVALED ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE.
When Scribner issued its famous Midsum-
mer Holiday Number in July, a friendly critio
said of it : “We are not sure bxU that Scribner
has touched high-water mark. We do not see
what worlds are left to it to conquer." But the
publishers do not consider that they have
reached the ultima thule of excellence— they
believe “there are other worlds to conquer,
and they propose to conquer them."
The prospectus for the new volume gives the
titles of more than fifty papers (mostly illus-
trated), by writers of the highest merit. Under
the head of
“ FOREIGN TRAVEL,"
we have “A Winter on the Nile," by Gen. Mc-
Clellan ; “Baunterings About Constantinople,"
by Charles Dudley Warner ; “ Out of My Win-
dow at Moscow, " by Eugene Schuyler; “An
American In Tarkiatan," etc. Throe serial sto-
ries are announced :
“NICHOLAS MLNTURN,"
by Dr. Holland, the Editor, whose story of
“Sevenoaks ” gave the highest satisfaction to
the readers of the Monthly.
The scene of this latest novel is laid on the
banks of the Hudson. The hero is a young
man who has been always “tied to a woman's
apron strings," but who, by the death of his
mother, is left alone in the world-to drift on
the current of life— with a fortune, but without
a purpose.
Another serial, “His InheriUnce," by Miss
Trafton, will begin on the completion of “That
Lass o’ Lowries," by Mrs. Hodgson Barnett.
Mrs. Burnett’s story, begun in August, has a
pathos and dramatic power which have been a
surprise to the public.
There is to be a series of original and exquis-
itely illustrated papers of “Popular Science,’’
by Mrs. Herrick, each paper complete in itself.
There aro to be, from various pens, papers on
“HOME LIFE AND TRAVEL."
Also, practical auggestiOHS as to town and coun-
try life, village improvemonta, etc., by well-
known specialists.
Mr. Barnard's articles on various industrios
of Great Britain include the history of “Some
Experiments in Co-operation," “A Scottish
Loaf Factory " in the November number, and
“Toad Lane, Rochdale,” In December. Other
papers are, “ The British Workingman’s Home,"
• A Nation of Shopkeepers," “Ha’penny a
Week for the Child,'’ etc.
A richly illustrated series will be given on
“American Sports by Flood and Field," by
various writers, and each on a different theme.
The subject of
“HOUSEHOLD AND HOME DECORATION"
will h&ve a prominent place, while the latest
productions of American humorists will appear
from month to month. The list of shorter eto-
rioe, biographical and other sketches, etc., is a
long ono.
The editorial department will continue to
employ . the ablest pens both at home and
abroad. There will fce a series of letters on
literary matters, from London, by Mr. Welford.
The pages of the magazine will be open, as
heretofore, so far as limited space will permit,
to the discussion of all themes affecting the
social and religious life of the world, and spe-
cially to the freshest thought of the Christian
thinkers and scholars of this country.
The publishers say they mean to make tho
magazine sweeter and purer, higher and nobler,
more genial and generous in all its utterances
and influences, and a more welcome visitor
than ever before in homes of refinement and
culture.
FIFTEEN MONTHS FOR |4.
Scribner for December, now ready, and
which contaiRB tho opening chapters of “Nicho-
las Miuturn,” will be read with eager curiosity
and interest. Perhaps no more readable num-
ber of this magazine has yet been issned. The
three numbers of Scribner for August, Sep-
tember, and October, containing the opening
o mpters of “That Lass o’ Lowrie’s," will be
g,ven to every new subscriber (who requests
it), and whose subscription, begins with the
present volume, i. e„ with the November num-
ber.
Subecription price, $4 a year— 35 centa a
number. Special terms on bound volumes.
Subscribe with the nearest bookseller, or send
a check or P. O. money order to Sobibner A
Co., 7'.3 Broadway. N. Y. __
Neglected Coughs and Colds.
Few are aware of the importance of check-
ing a Cough or “Common Cold,” in its flrst^
stage ; that which in the beginning would yield
to “Brown’s Bronchial Troches," if neg-
lected, often wciks upon the Lungs.
There con be no mistake about it,
“Matchless” plug tobacco takes the lead. Old
fine-cut chewers say it gives better satisfaction
and is cheaper than fine out. You cannot be
impoeed upon, as each plug has the words,
“ Matchless P. T. Co.” on a wooden teg. Try
it once and you will always chew it. Manu-
factured by the Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. ___
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ring-
worm, ealtrheum, and other cutaneous affec-
tions cured, and roagh skin made soft and
smoot h, by using Juniper Tar Soap. Be care-
ful to get only that mode by Caswell, Hazard
A Co ., New York, as there are many imitations
made with common ter, all of which are worth-
lees. _
To Housekeepers.— The attention of
heads of families is invited to the superior
quality of Burnet r’s Flavoring Extracts.
They are highly concentrated, have all the
freshness and delicacy of the fruits from which
they are prepared, and are lees expensive.
“ Why, Maud, where did you get that
beautiful corset?" “It is Dr. Warner's Health
Corset, and is the most comfortable and ele-
gant corset I ever paw. I sent $1.75 for it to
Warner Bros., 763 Broadway, N. Y."
The proprietors of Johnson'* Ano-
dyne Liniment. Parsons' Purgative Pills, and
Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders have
published a readable and instructive pamphlet,
which may be had free by moil.
The editor takes pleasure in calling the
attention ot sufferers from rheumatism, gout,
neuralgia and lambogo to Dnraog’s Rheumatic
Remedy. It has been before the public tor
three years, and, it is said, has never failed in
a single case. It is taken internally, and cures
at once. Sold by wholesale and retell drug-
gists everywhere. Price fl.00 a bottle.
SoMETHDia new for your aching back
—Collins’ Voltaic Plaster. They cure when all
other plasters fail, and may be relied on to re-
lieve painful affections of the kidneys, liver,
muscles, and joints.
Rufus Chapman, of Liberty, Me., had
a stiff leg, bout at the knee, limbered and
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Two Splendid Volumes for Presents.
THE WORLD OF SONG!
Price In Boards. $2.50. Cloth, $3.00. Gilt, $4 00.
Rarely have we tamed a book of song* inclndinc such a
variety of really tirst-class and popular Vocal Music. 3ft)
pages, full Sheot-Mualc pize. Song* by nearly aiity dif-
ferent compoaero. and among the compoiition* are many
auch gemaas "Come to Me Quickly," "(Jnlden I/>cka
are Silver," “My Heart’s Beat Love,'- “8he’« a Roey,
etie'u a Posy," and Millard's " Whippoorwill."
We publish nineteen valuable collections, uniform
with the " Wom.n” and “OEMS." Send for Catalogue
of “ Home Musical LiunaBT," and select one or more
of IU hooka for Christmas.
GEMS OF THE DANCE !
A Companion lo Ihi/amous “Qtm of Strata* /"
82.50 in Boards, 88.00 Cloth, $4.00 Gilt.
The "Gf.mb or Stiuubb" hsd a wonderful success,
and this new work Is fully its e<iual,nnd contains the
recent “ Strauss " pieces and many others by Hung 1,
Lamothe. Faust, Coote, Ztkoff. and other eminent com-
posers. 232 pages, full Sheet-Music size, well tilled with
Waltzes, Galops, Polkas, Quadrilles, etc.
F.ither book mailed, post free, for retail price.
OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.
C. II. Ditson & Co., J. E. DItaon «Si Co.,
Til Broadway, Successors to Lee A Walker,
New York. Philo.
tW Mention this paper In ordering.
AUCTION AND SALE ROOMS OF HORSES, CAR-
RIAGE8 AND HARNESS.
WESTON * GO 'S. IN and 1» R. Washington, mry
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, ak 10 a. m.
AUCTION MART FOR THE SALE OF HORSES, HAR-
NESS AND VEHICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
AT AUCTION AND PRIVATE SALE.
NORTHWESTERN TATTKR8ALL8, i to 9 Monro*
AWNINGS. TENTS. TWINES AND CORDAGE.
GILBERT HUBBARD A OO., S09 toM South WaU*
„ DESIGNER AND ENGRAVER ON WOOD.
J. MANZ. M LaSalle, cor. Washington.
ENGRAVER AND DIE SINKER, STENCILS AND STOCK.
L BOOHR. 171 R. Randolph.
ENGRAVER. SEALS, PRESSES, STEEL AND BRASS
STAMPS, STENCIL TOOLS AND STOCK.
O. H. HANSON, » South OUrk.
ENGRAVERS ON WOOD. Etc.
SEARS BROS, k OO., S.W. cor. Clark and Washington.
FLOWERS AND STRAW G000S-SPECIALTY.
DALY HENROTIN k CO.. 144 and 146 Wabtah-av.
GRASS AND FIELD SEEDS.
ALB1 X DICKINSON, 117 and 119 Klnxla.
HARDWARE AND CUTLERY-WHOlESALL
EDWIN HUNT k SONS. H and « Laka.
HEAVY HARDWARE-WHOLESALE.
KIMBARK BROS, k OO.. M to 84 Michigan**.
HOTELS.
WOOD’S HOTEL, 116 k 118 Fifth*?. Enoch Wood,
prop., late proprietor of Wood's Hotel, State-et.
WILSON'S PATENT ADJUSTABLE CHAIR FOR IN-
VALIDS, IRON FOLDING BEDSTEADS. ETC.
M. KLEIN. 837 South Dearborn. Send for circular.
UNEQUALED 0FFEB
A MONTH'S AMMUNITION FREE.
Tramps, Burglars and Thieves Infest all parts
of the Country. Every One Should go Armed.
'
/ i
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-PHYSICIANS. DENTISTS, ete., who whh
JL genuine Chartered Unlyersitv Degrees can sddreee,
incloelng 10 centa, J. R. YUHXB, Boeton, Maaa.





The Enemy of Diseueathe Foe of
Fain to Man and Beast*
I* the «raa4 014
MUSTANG
LINIMENT,
WHICH HAS STOOD THE TEST OP 4«
YEARS. THERE IS NO SORE IT WILL
mat R RSTPCFh Men to sell to Morehanta 190
«W ah III 1 a month and traveling eipeneee
wwr”*pald» GEM MFO. OO.. St. Loola, Ma
ASMi; iHR-sraan';
world. Introduction by SiCesx-la. I’^volsa. lllualntUd
tfrealan fret. Addrm a. G. NKTTLKYuN & CO., Ohla«o. Ill
MAGIC ) Sporting Goods, Revolvers, Magic Wanda
GOODS ) Secret of Beauty. Agents wante)!. Cata-
logues free. EUREKA CO., 29 Broadway, A f
a month rac'd by onr grad us tee.
Students wanted. Salary paidwwv'vw.ww while practicing. Sit nations fur-
nisbed. Ad’rssN.W.Telegraph Institute, Jon aMlIla.Wta
' A UTCn -Men to solicit orders for our good*:
HU I CU permanent employment | good
salary. Traveling expenses paid by Company.
_____ Union luil tut rial Works, Cincinnati, 0.
Vrt We will start you in business: you eaanU make §50 a weak without capital; earn
MfiVPV and respectable for either ear Apmn#
jnunai SUPPLY Oo., !d61 Bowery, N. T.
OUR own Likkmzu In oil colore, to show our work.
$50 =$100
$10425
s day sure nud. by Acnti i.lllnu our Chromo.,
Crayon., PUtur. snd Chromo Card.. 106 .ain-
nU» . worth *5. .ml p '.t|«lil for HOo. Illu.lr1-
tVl CatalofU. fVec. J. H. lltlWHUf SWISS, ItoSTuN. MARK.
A Mo nth. -A genu wanted. *0 beeUefl-
J tag articles in the world. One earn pie frag,
1 Address JAY BRQFI10ri.Detre4t.Miak
ihuU rapidly wTtti Stencil and Key Check
Outfits. Catalogue aod samples FREE
S.M. Spencer, 147 Wash. 8t., Boeton. Maaa.
I rnm HABIT CURED AT HOME.
(I Mill IVI No publicity. Tima abort-wlwB Terms moderate. 1,du0 teetlroa
nlals. Describe case. Dr. F. K M a bmi, Quincy, Mich.
SEND
mammoth US-nage. 64-column Illustrated literary AFam












Trade Mark In base
Only machine








Send Postal Card tor Illustrated Price List, &c.
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
(Cor. Bond St.) 658 Broadway, New York.
DANCING SKELETON.
A Mystery ! What makes It dance?
Spiritualistic" humbuggery outdone.
A jointed figure of a Skeleton, 14 Inches
high, will dance at command of the
director, who may be In any part of tbe
| room. May be examined by specta-
tors, who cannot discover the trick.
Immensely sensational. Skeleton and
IDavemmrt Brothers Rope Trick. Sent
itpaid for 2n cents._ Address
DGI'GO.. 88 Randolph St., Chicago, III.
FARMERS’
or their sons wanted this fhll and
iwlnler, ( 1 or!l Ineach Ca) to aell
a tew staple articles ot real merit
to the farmers In their own countie.. Burinr-as plrarant, pro-
fits good. Particular* free. J. Wonrn. fit. Louis, Mo.
SSvio..,
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Cut Out Certificate Below
and Return with $3.00.
This book Is a necessity for the thousands who will take
up this new, pretty snd useful pursuit.— C5fcayo Tribune.
SORRENTO AND INLAID WORK
For Amateur*, by Arthur Hope.
A practical manual of Scroll-naw-
ing. Overlaying, Polishing, Inlay-
ing, Silhouettes, Ac. Containing
ft) full-sized designs, new and
beautiful. The designs are worth
more than price of book. Taste-
fully bound In muslin. For sale
by iKMiksellers generally. Sent by
mall on receipt of price, $1.60. Descriptire circular
JOHN WILKINSON, Publisher, 56 Lake St, Chicago.
GREAT INDUCEMENTS TO ABENT8.
hi p-Iffil
h “iisSS/iL! I j
Ik K mm
The Beat Trass without
Metal Springs ever invented.
No humbug claim ot a certain
radical cure, but a guarantee
of a comfortable, secure, and
satisfactory appliance, ffe__ tcill take back and pay fall
^^prlce for all that do not mlt. Price, single,
like out, tf ; for both sides, 8 5- , Sent by mail, postpaid,
on receipt of price. N. B.— Tvlfs IVuss trill cur* mors
Rupturee than any of thou for tchich extravagant elaimt
are made. Circulars free. - _ . _ _ ,
POMEROY TRUSS CO.. Broadway, New York
A AGENTS WANTED FOR HISTORY
UENTEN1 EXHIBITION
It sells faster than any other book. One Agent sold 34
copiee in one day. This is the only authentic and com-
plete blstonrpublished. Send for opr extra terma to
Agenta NATIONAL PUBLISHING GO., Chicago, HI.
A BOOK for the MILLION.
Mcniom § mil PC A 40 page Pamphlet on Special
Usb'"lc.,8EOT>t Ko ,2 tf. *th st. 8t. Louis, Ma
THE ELGIN WATCH
IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST. A home
$984
Made by one Agent In 57 days. 13 new
article*. Sample* free. Address,
C. Jl. I.ININOTOX, Chicago.
“ i







TO BK GIVEN AWAY IN THB
next O month* by tho publishers
of the ST. LOUIS WEEKLY)
. _ |VUU JOURNAL! For full Information,
write immkdiatki.y to WOLCOTT A HUMK GO..
PunuHUKM, Hi. IA)U», Mo. _ _
PATENTS isF5
KNIGHT A KNIGHT, Washington, D.C.
A Ny1 ̂ KltSO^ ̂ i^ar^n tefita^s^sn rara’s Us-
ing by canvassing for Tbe Illustrated Weekly. Experience
is not neceesary-Uie only requisite# being, as in all suo-
oessf ul business, Industry k energy. Send lor particulars.
Address Chaa. Clucas at Co., 14 Warren dr., N. I.
Prof. Hall's Magic Compound
Is the only preparation, onr pteksgeof which
will tone the brard to grow thick snd hssvy
On the smoothest face (without Injury) In 21
days in every esse, or money eheertully re-
funded. 95 cents per pseksse. poitpsidi .1 for
SO rents- E. W. JON KM. Ashland. Mass.
......... By sending me $2,501_ _______ you one Centennial or Mnglo Plalter. It
ilaits a yard of goods a minute, and make* a genuine-
T ADIEB, READ THIS
1 J will send l
lnut ------ ----- --- - -
land-made plait. Agents wanted In every town, o
no your aduress. WT CA8LKR, 99 Msulsou St.,





The best paper published. One Dollar per year.
Specimen copies free. Special rates to agents.
Udti Fulton 8t.( New York City.
EGRET
iF.RXTTfiT! wonderful book oil the fVt-r|,rn o( Pn-t.d^ V Thk-rr., by Ute Chief 8p*< ul Aitnl Wood-
IN THE wvd. I lluitnlrdc irrul.r. lent free. Addret.
I* H IIUPW DUSTIN. GILMAN A CO.. Hartford, Ci.,
a.U.lrLa 1 Chktffo, IlL, Cincinnati, O., RlrhmoiKl. Vs.
S
TRUTH 18 MIGHT Y!
•raf mtU
P M.n.M, ifc* (>m4
S— f wS WuuS, will he
«ltk j*w Us*. —Wp* -f
•e-k •< MoS lo • .—I
eT r*« f-i.r. k.AwS w Ukitli
fMl MM, Ik. «iM M* «k». m
Sl.Kmm. UMfc rUeuMtMU^t
Electricity I* Life.
raolls Belt, l>est in the world
.Cures Disease when all other__ remedlc* fall. Testimonial*
rP-REAT>Y FOR AOENTR— THE
CEpilJlHSfmO"
A graphic pe»-plctnre of >t« htatory. Rrand
BROTHERS. Pahs.. 96 LaSalle St, Chicago, IU.
CAUTION




DR. WARNER’S HEALTH CORSET
Wltk Skirt Hupporier and
Self-Adjusting Pad*.
Secnre* Hkalth and CoMFonTof
Body, with Gnacg and Beauty of
Form. Three Garment* In one.
Approved by all nhyulcian*.
agents wanted.
- Sara plea by mall, in Contll, $2 ;
Satteen, 81 75. To Agent* at
25 cent* leu*. Order size two
Inche* smaller than waist mea-
sure over the drew.
Warner Bro*. 763 Broadway, K.Y.
$66 fr^^^LL^T^CarPortta^d?6 Maine!
Tit1 A G — Tbaeboiceetta the world-Importese
A IJ AkJ* pricse-Largeet Company In Imsrt**
Staple articlo— ploasss srerybody— Trad t eonttnually t»>
ereaalng— Agenta wanted e»etywb*ra Ldstlndncimsut*
ROBT. W X- O. Bos 1MT.
SY a 'VrT17U TUMORS and Srroful*^-
\j X-jXbs Dr. T. S. Robertson, Supt. of
the American Canoerlnstitute, and discoverer of tbe
remedy for the radical euv of Cancer, Tamore and
Scrofula by acting <m the bibod only, will send, on receipt
of BaSJNKa full course of medicine* that has nover
failed in tbe core of Oaooer, Tumors or Scrofula.








to any address for 50 cts. Sold by all Drag-
agenta, male and feraals. wanted. Protita
PS* MANUFACTG CO., Otacinnatl, O.






ROW foWor A iTof 'gaining of «d marry-
ing who and when you ptaaa*. Containing rale* for the
etiquette of courtabip, with directions showing howto
win tbe favor of tbe ladies, how to begin and end •
courtship, and how love letters should b* written.
By mall, postpaid, 46 cents.
Armory publishing co.,
88 Randolph Mt., Chicago, III.
O. N. U. No. 50
TXTHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
ta tffi SJST T0U “w ,he o™1*1-™*
i. -ii. r.T . - wo -.rm- 1 »w*n 'I'^Tt i, - .•grtoamri Avxjjsk
cg.T^awu’»>t . •; vxmcacn.^ i nwrr - .-a.-ij^.u.^.-.-^.-
FARMERS AND MECHANICS ! ^^awcUjimrM stuck
of Goods for the Fait and Winter trade, go
ATTEaSTTIOlST
In consequence ol the dull timet we have made
Startling Reductions in Prices of Men’s & Boys Overcoats.
flnc anrit™'' ^ aft ̂  ^ ^
We are also Selling Men’s and Bojn Suits Extra Low.
Men’s Suits down to ................................ $450 i Cliildren Suits.
Good business Suits down to ..................... $5 to $7.50 | Hoyg . . . ................................ $2 50 to |5
........................ $4, $5, $(i nnd $7.50
Men’s all wool Casaimere Suits $10 and $12; these suits are a special lot worth fully $15 and $18 a suit. Men’s working Pants
$1 and upwards. Men s workimj Coats $2 and upwards. We now give a good pulrof suspenders with every pants to$2?and up.
TRUNKS AT EXTRA LOW PRICES.
STAR CLOTHING HOUSE.
Make no mistake in our Store as ours is the only double 8t*<ro.
38, 40 and 42 Canal Street, ..... GRAND RAPIDS.
' [ Official. 1
Common Council.
Tuesday, December 12, 1870.
The Common Council met pursuant to
adjournment and was called to order by
the Mayor.
Present: Mayor Van Landegend. Aid
Ranters, Matrau, Minderhout, Cropley,
Dykema, Schmid and the Clerk.
Minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved.
PETITIONS,
Petitions were received from the follow-
ing person? for the appointment of City]
Marshal to till vacancy: Pieter Roning, j
Pieter De Vries, George Nauta, Martin M. j
Clark.— Laid on the table.
ACCOUNT.
The following bills were presented for
payment:
noogetterA Mulder ...................... $ r» r>
II. Groolenhole .............................. 6 00
C has. Odell ............................... SO*
Dork Kamperman ...... ................. :i 00
H. KoMimaal ............................. H 00
W. Me Mar tin ............................... 300
II. Oontenrljk .................... ....... 3 't)
C. B'om ................................. 1 i’i
Blom ...... 3 00
Chaj*. doll .............................. 6 00
J. K. Kleyn ..... .......................... lit on
J.FLIEMAN,
MANUFACTURER OF
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.
Alt*o eole Agent for the
hSOUTH B BIST ID, IINTID.
Thii* wagon in the beet wagon In une in thin State,
and this only nlope-epoked wagon mnnufac
Hired. It la a better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will hoII them junl hh
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons -f my
own mannfactnre I will
sell for
SIXTY DOLLARS CASH- <)- -
All Work Warranted.
Genera) Blacksmithiug done with
and dispatch.
neatnesi
w .  ». mmnxjj (!.•••.•••••• ••••••••••• ....... 1 ' • «  »
: . . Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
I W Ml __ I —I...... n  1 ^
J. FLIEMAN.
Hollaxd. September 1. 1875.
Drs.ANNIS&BROEK,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
0pp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store.
J. W. Minderhout ......................... 0 00
Jooa Verplanke .......................... 3 05
—Referred to the Com. on Claims nnd Ac-
counts.
REPORT OK COMMITTEES.
The Com. on Claims and Account re-
ported recommending; the payment of the
following bills:
Harm Wierncma, Street Com'nr. for Sept.. $ 3ft 00“ •' . .... Oct. a-) 25
“ Nov. 'M 25
Panels. Van Putten & Co.. Lumber ...... 122 7«
J. Van Landegeu'l roomrent ....... ....... SO Oil
Van Lsndegeud A Mella, 2 iron pumps lab,ir
on pole hall mdae ............. . . . . . 43 35
Van Landegend A *IelN, merchandi!*e . .. . fll fi| f. .
J. Van Undegend stove wood .......... W so | MedlfllleS, Paint.S, Oils
•I. Van Landegend Board of Review ..... H no i 07 ’
w.k.kB£!2 ,p"ul " g ami Fancy Articles.
J. W. Boomnn 600 brick, lime, etc ......... 5 00
O. J. Doeebnrg printing .................. :d 10
I), te Holler 73 day* making tax-roll ....... 140 00
D. te Roller 4 day* awtcselng liquor dealers. 8 Oil
J. KlootwIJk 41 day* street labor ......... 30 63
L. T. Kantcr* stationary .................. ft 8:
W. Benjamlnse printing .................. 3 50
I). Slnltcr ringing bell ...... ............... 25 on
O Breyman Registration and Election .... ft on
It. Ranter* “ “ ** ..... 6 00
II. <t. Matran “ “ *• ..... r. on
G. Wakkcc Inspector of Election ......... t on
J. Van Lente ...... ......... 3 00
J.Dvkenu “ “ “ m-IMI*!.. 4 m
G. U. Slpp room rent Inspector etc ....... 10 no
W. Vor*t Intpector In April and Nov .....
K. J. Ort
DEALERS IN
Prescription- carefully prepared at all hour* of
the day and night. Our stock I* all tlrst-clatw, and
we offer it to the public cheap fir cash.
We invite our friends and the pub ic generally to
give us a share of their patronage.










Full line for the Winter trade.
Holund, Jan. 1, 1876.
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA & KOFFERS.
DEALERS IN’
Dry Goods, _ Notions and Trimmings,
Fnrnishmg Goods, Hats & Caps,Clothing, Groceries,
Crockery, Flour & Feed,
Stoneware, Provisions etc
RIVER STREET, - - - HOLLAND, MICH.
. ^eJnvite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
W A.3STT IBID.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and
e highest market nnces.th prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
ROBERT S. HILL, CITY HOTEL
llaulnra l.l ___ I* 1- J ... .Having »*8Htbll*hed hlm*clf in Holland. Mich.,
a* a machluiat. h-raby lubirma the public that he
i« prepared to do all kind* of
Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,
Iron and Brass Castings
BOILER WORK DONE.
’ihe Rooms are spacious and
'veil furnished with new and
Patent Boss-Saw Guide. furmt^?'
Patented Sept. Gtb, 1876. j OH FllSt FlOOP.





NO. 70, EIGHTH STREET.
CROCKERY!
ft 25
3 (10...... ..... From and after this date, I
u.J. Dinkeloo repairing light* ............. inn I • , , , , , , , .
G. J. Dlnkekw watching fire ............ 1 25 , intClltl to (leV’ofe to till'1 llllCoi
H. W|er*ema ..... t i . . ,N ier*ema
II. Bosnian j li, B’ade the necessary attention,
1 25 *
J.Lagettee laying aidewalk ........... 4 nil | and Nvil 1 keep Oil hand a COIll-
•I . L i get tee *• •• ................ t 57 i , i a* uri •
i. Fon* afreet labor ...................... i w plcte stock of White (iranite
Naac Fon* npecial police t on , ~
J. Sherwin ** •*
A. Finch “ •*







J. Ikmke-na cleaning Arc engine ..... ..... 5 00
—Accepted and bills ordered paid.
REPORT OK CITY OFFICERS.
A communication was received from
Star Hook and Ladder Co., N<». 1, giving
Hie number of member? in good standing
end entitled lo their salary for one year —
Heferred lo Chief Engineer.
The Chief Engineer reported verbal Iv a
reque«t from Company N<». 2, that the
bell of the Find Church be rung at their
regular meetings, held the first Friday in
every month .
By Aid. K inters,
ftewlMt. That the communication of the
Chief be granted.
 Yeas: Kanierc Matrau Crnplev. Schmid.
Nay*: Minderhout, and Dykema.— Lost.
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
By Aid. Dykema,
Rrtnlred, Tbit the several petition? for
the office of City Marshal he off the table
and that wc proceed to a formal ballot to
fill said vacancy.
Yean: Kantera, Minderhout. Dvkcma.
Afljt*: Matrau. Cropley, Schmid— Lost.
Couucil adjourns.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
Within a few days the first installment
of colonists from western Massachusetts,
numbering twelve families, will leave for
Berks county, N. C., and begin the work
Of building a village about seven miles
east of Morgantown. The colonists have
• refusal of 24,000 acres iu a body, of
which 19,000 is of heavy white pine tin/-
ber.
Mr. David A. Wells has begun a series ______ _ _______ _____ ______ ____ _________ __
of twelve lectures on “The rmiuna r ^p c<>n*untly or hand * rhotc
Heme^ of ,he Present Fi„S
Indu^lriiil Depression,” at the L>well In- ̂ PJ>arni^ neatly done and
•titute, Boitdn.
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
(juantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. j. va yrwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
Meat Market.
No. 76, Eighth St.• -- () --
Thi- undesigned have opened a Meat Market in
Stuiler*’ Store, two door* Ka*t of L. T. Kanter*’
Bookstore, where they will keep con*tantly on
hand a choico ar*ortineut ol fre*h and Halted meat*
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thing el*c belonging to there line of
bu*in«**i. By prompmoM aadfair deiling wo will
endeavor to e*tabll*h our»olve* and invoke the
well wl*he* of the corumnnlty at lar,(e.
Come and Give us a Trial
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1870.





Are *old a* cheap at thi* Drug Store a* at any






All tho leading Patent Medicine* In the marker.
; A lull Stock of the very >>e*t Perfumery sold In
i bottle or by meaaure.
J. O. DOESBURG.
IIoM.Axn, Mich.. Jnly 29, 1876.
Meat Market,
Jacob Kaite.
I will pay the highest market
prices for all meats.
The Highest market prices
paid for Hides.
I will sell cheaper than any
one in this City
Saw-gumming Done at Short
Notice.
HOBEKT S. HILL.
Holland. Sept. 11, 1876.
DeFeyter Bro s,
DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of Wood Produce.
Agents a large nnd well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connect-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
— IlST THE —
FIRST WARD.
We Imre put up In our wood*, (on the Lake Shore I -
Hoad, two mile* Went of the white *choot house on 1 l,p undereigiicd announce* to the Public thoi
theGrand Haven roud>afir*t-ola**portnble*n\v-mill , ,lft'c t'ni*hed their new Meat-Market, and are
which I* now in good running order, and can nerve n''^ r»*»dy to *upply their cuHtomcr* with all kind*
the public at any time with all kind* of building 'J* Meal* ami Saunage*. By promptness and fair
material and fencing at low price*, and deliver the ,, !nff ,'leJ ‘eel confident of giving *atisfaction to
same wheiever wanted. , nl1 G'ose who wt*h to favor them with part of their
We can lengthen out *o a* to *aw 4(1 feet, and ,ra<',:.
will make long lumber and timber a specialty. , The stand I* one door west of G. J Havnikut,. *
Our facilities for getting out deck plank* and Son'* Hardware Store,
any kind of ship timber are uneqnalcd.
All bill* will be tilled promptly and with den-
patch, and a fair dealing ran t>e relied upon. Cun-
tom *awing done at bottom flgnre*.
All kind* of Farm Product*, taken In pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and Kail-
road Tien, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
Michigan, or on any of the dock* along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12. 1875. 4 If
I. P. THIBOTJT,
Holland. July 14. 1876.
W. BUTKAU.
J. VAN ZOEKEN.
BOOTS & SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Boots and Shoes
Of the neatest style* and best qualitie* which
I offer at greatly reduced price*.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET, •
Holland, - - - Michigan.
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their price* arc low
enough to compete with any honse in tho cltv.
They keep countantly oi hand a choice variety of
liepairing neatly done
.< Short Xotice. ,
31 b ' " W. A II. ELPEIIDINK.
— — o-
Hnlland. Feb. 14, 1874.
JACOB KUITK.
46 2-«
MOOD: HOW LOST, HOW RESEED!
/m*
‘•‘"raJlw'cnre (without medlcltei
of Spermatomei or Seiulmd Weak
Involuntary Semina! lenses, Im|K»temynens. Los n iut>oteii
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediment*




Man removed hi* bttnlne** to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
7U Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to nee *11 hi* old friend* a»dcu*- ̂
tomer* that require anything in the clothing line. I
We make, rut and trim’ to order anything In our ,
line according to the latest Mtylen, and for the low- ' ^ 
est possible prices. | I | J |-< Cl IT IT
Repairing Neatly Done. | ° D*1J1Jier
(rlVE LS A 1 HI A " ill be on band to wait ol bis friends and cn*5.18 I P. TIM BOUT. 1 and
Makes Custom Work a
T- THI WOSSIHQ CLASS.— We arc now prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light a d profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn Lorn 50 cent* <o
£•"> per evening, and a proportional sum by devot-
ing their whole time to the business. Bovs and
girl* earn nearly as much a* men. That all who
see this notice may send their address, and test the
business we make this unparalleled oflVr: To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars,
samples worth several dollars to commence work
on. and uconyof Home nnd Fireside, one of the
largest and best Illustrated Publication*, all sent
free by mail. Header, if you want permanent,
profitable work, address. i>eoiuik ffriissoN & Co.,5-17 Portland. Maine.
Specialty.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE.
F0RSALE.
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm contaln'ng some 300 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; Htrawberric*’
Pear*. Apple. Quince. Chest nnl. Mulberry, Appti-
cot. Cherry amt Peach trees in bearing.
No money required down inquire of
J. VAN LANDEGEND.
Holland. April 19’
fits, induced by self-indulgence or scxuaU-ur!! —
vagunen. 4c.
14T Price, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celfbrntcd author. In thi* admirable Kssav
clearly demonstrates, from a thiry year*’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the (jam
gerotis use of in'ertial medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which
evcrysufferer.no matter what hi* condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and ra il
colly.
tW This Leeture shoo'd be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Bent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, pott-jHiid, on receipt of six cent* or two
post stumiis.
Address the Publishers,
F. Brugman & Son.
41 Ann St , Kev York; Post Office Box. 458G.
Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does s general Banking, K*change, and Col-
lection business. Collections made on all points
inthc United Stales and Europe. Partlcularatten
liou paid to tho collections of Hank* am] Bankers
Kcmlitances made on day of payment. All busi-
ness entrusted to me shall have prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time dc|M>*its,nubject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and fiom all poiuU in Europe
*oll a* my office.
Hft f . N. KENYON.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty ncre? of splendid clay
soil.. six miles from Ihig city. Near church
and school house, at d ImrRidn. 30 at res
of. thi? fand l? purtinUy improved. Also
40 acres of unimprovcd.land.in tiic Town-
ship of Fill uU're. thqtiircof .V y i
42-tf ... , .,M; !>. HOWARD. *
1875. FALL AND W1NTKI!. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing (roods,
Suits. Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,
and all kinds of Gloves.
A lull supply of fall and winter hats
all of the latest styles.
Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.
Call and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
- * " ITOX-LANID, MICHEIGHT IT STREET
